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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This report was commissioned by the Interoperability Solutions for European Public 

Administrations (ISA) Programme of the European Commission in the context of its 

Action 2.18.  

One of the prime objectives of Action 2.181 of ISA Programme was to consolidate and 

integrate existing reusable tools that allow the electronic participation of 

stakeholders, the analysis of the captured opinions and the discovery and generation 

of knowledge. 

The study analysed the tools used and processes followed by public administrations, 

by operational and pilot initiatives.  

 

By analysing all initiatives, several findings were elucidated: at which level of 

administration the initiatives have the most success in matters of participation, which 

are the tools used in this environment, or the key elements for a successful 

eParticipation initiative among others.  

 

In this context, the analysis showed that the usage of open source solutions represent 

a long term investment in such initiatives, by the efficiency of reusability, the lower 

cost and the possibility of constant evolution.  

 

Similarly, it became clear that the eParticipation policy-making process efficiency is 

key for the initiatives’ success and that there should be a total transparency in how 

the data is used, to keep a high participation level from stakeholders. 

 

The study also analysed the communication channels used by stakeholders and the 

initiatives’ owners and how their usage could be optimised. 

 

Finally, the study highlighted the need of data processes automation, leading to more 

efficient and streamlined processes on the initiative management’s side.  

                                                 
1 Action 2.18 of ISA Programme :  

http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-interoperability-architecture/2-18action_en.htm  

http://ec.europa.eu/isa/actions/02-interoperability-architecture/2-18action_en.htm
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the findings of the study on existing participatory knowledge for 

decision-making practices and tools in EU Institutions and Member States. 

1.1. Context and scope of the study 

The study on participatory knowledge for supporting decision making in EU 

Institutions and Member States was commissioned by the Interoperability Solutions 

for European Public Administrations (ISA) Programme of the European Commission, 

in the context of its Action 2.18 on consolidating and integrating reusable tools for 

EU public participation. 

 

The scope of the study covered participatory knowledge for decision-making 

practices, methodologies and tools used by EU Institutions and Member States. 

 

The study was designed to identify and specify the business cases for reusable 

solutions with the most value and impact for European public administrations on 

participatory knowledge for decision making (commonly referred to as 

eParticipation), with the goal of ensuring that the voice and opinions of citizens are 

not only heard, but are also processed and analysed, thus leading to new knowledge 

which can fuel data-driven policy-making.  

 

The objectives of the study were: 

- Identifying the technology needs of public administrations when acquiring 

stakeholders’ opinions as a driving force for open governments. Similarly, this 

study also aimed to cooperate with policy DGs of the European Commission and 

with the European Parliament in defining their technology needs for shifting 

towards data-driven decision making processes, including policy-making;  

- Identifying good practices and making them available to EU Member State 

administrations and EU institutions, thus allowing for collaboration, transparency 

and participation; and 

- Consolidating and integrating open and reusable software solutions that support 

the interactive knowledge sharing and allow the elicitation of citizens’ opinions 

and perception which is hidden in tacit knowledge. By leveraging on participation 

and motivation of citizens, such tools can contribute to better informed decisions 

and improve legitimacy of the policy-making. 

1.2. Structure 

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:  

Chapter 2 outlines the methodology that was followed for carrying out this study.  

Chapter 3 outlines the key findings of use cases’ desk research and interviews. 

The long list of use cases of identified cases is available in Annex I. Annex II includes 

a table of the software used by the shortlisted use cases. 
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2. STUDY METHODOLOGY 

 

The study consisted of four major phases including: desk research for selecting 

relevant cases, identification of nine cases for further analysis and interviews, 

conduction of interviews, and analysis of the findings and elicitation of conclusions. 

Figure 1 presents the sequence of the main tasks completed and the outcomes of 

each of them. 

 

Tasks Results

 identification 
High-level overview

Desk research

Selection of 9 cases 

based on pre-defined 

criteria

Conduction of 

Interviews

The list of 83 relevant 

cases

The list of 9 cases for 

in-depth analysis

Best practices, lessons 

learnt & reusable tools

Key findings and 

Conclusions

 selection 

identification

Analysis of the case 

studies and interviews 

findings

analysis

 
Figure 1. Study methodology concept 

 

1. High-level overview. We started  by investigating initiatives around 

participatory knowledge for decision making existing in EU Institutions and 

Member States by means of desk research. This resulted in the identification of a 

long list of cases.  

 

2. Selection of nine cases. We defined a number of selection criteria, aligned with 

the objective of the study, which were later used to shortlist nine use cases for 

further analysis. Section 2.2 describes these selection criteria. 

 

3. Conduction of interviews with the owners of the nine selected cases. First, 

the analysis framework was prepared for further investigation and study of each 

use case. The analysis framework was later used as the basis for structuring the 

interviews, which allowed us to acquire deep insights into each case. Prior to the 

interviews, desk research was used for collecting available information; then the 

interviews were run to gather additional information as well as to confirm our 

initial understanding of the use cases.  After debriefing the interviews, a summary 

report was be sent to the interviewees for their review, asking them to validate 

the findings. Section Error! Reference source not found. explains the steps 

aken for the detailed analysis for each of the nine cases studies.  

 

4. Analysis and summary of the findings. This phase of the study summarises 

the findings of the nine cases studies. Conclusions are derived in this last stage.  
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2.1. Use cases identification 

The study started by performing desk research in order to create a long list of use 

cases for eParticipation featuring stakeholder requirements, pilots and real-life 

implementations (see Annex I: Long list of cases).  

 
The following data sources were consulted in order to complement the desk research:  

a. Analysis of the outcomes of existing studies and pilots funded by the EU 

institutions or the Member States, including H2020 and FP7 funded 

projects;  

b. The outcomes of a survey in the Member States via the EUPAN network 

performed by DIGIT in the beginning of 2015;  

c. Interactions with the European Commission services and Member States;  

d. The study of big data and other innovative data-driven approaches for 

evidence-informed policy-making commissioned by the European 

Commission DG CONNECT.  

 

For every identified use case in the long list, we logged the following information:  

Table 1 – Long list information 

A title 

An identifier for the use case  

The source  

The owner  

The geographic coverage: Country/{Region}/{Municipality} 

The project status: business case/pilot/operational  

The languages in which it is available/supported 

A short description outlining the key functionalities 

The target User Group 

The data collection method 

The data analysis method 

The data visualisation method 

2.2. Selection criteria and in-depth analysis of nine use cases 

On the basis of our high-level overview, the use cases on the long-list were 

aggregated according to the geographical area they are covering and the practice 

eParticipation category as defined by the EU-funded project DEMO-net (2006), a 

Network of Excellence research project funded by the European Commission’s sixth 

framework programme.  

 

The short-list of use cases was later created by applying the following criteria:  

a. Cases featuring operational eParticipation pilots;  

b. Cases that are need- and demand-driven;  

c. Cases with demonstrated commitment from the stakeholders involved;  
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d. Cases with clear and measurable outcomes;  

e. Cases coming from different Member States (geographical distribution and 

coverage of different languages), and from different levels of administration (local, 

regional, national and pan-European);  

f. Cases linked/contributing to the implementation of national/regional/local open 

government policies;  

g. Cases that are repeatable/reusable in other policy domains and/or countries.  

 

For a use case to be finally included in the short-list, it should have met at least 50% 

of the aforementioned criteria. Finally, the short-list was validated by the European 

Commission Directorate-General for Informatics (DIGIT). 

After identifying and analysing the full list of cases, we selected the nine most 

relevant and most value adding use cases for the objectives of this study in terms of 

operational eParticipation initiatives in the EU, from which we gathered publicly 

available information. The gathered information was completed and validated during 

interviews with the owners of the initiatives.  

  

The selection was based on the criteria listed above. While selecting case studies we 

balanced them between cases from EU Institutions and Member States. At the end, 

we selected four cases coming from EU Institutions and five from Member States (see 

Table 5).  

2.3. Interviews 

We conducted interviews on the shortlisted use-cases with their owners, with the 

objective of collecting specific information for eParticipation best practices and tools 

that is not publicly available; and invited the organisations participating in the 

interviews to validate the gathered information and findings. 

 

From the detailed analysis of the selected nine cases studies and the interviews, we 

derived:  

a. Observations, good practices and challenges for participatory 

knowledge for decision making management methodologies; 

b. A list of reusable solutions that can support such practices. 

 

The interview invitations were sent by email to the contact person of the shortlisted 

use cases. Each interview comprised the questions on Table 2. 

The list of solutions (software) used by the shortlisted cases can be found in Annex 

II. 

 

Table 2 – Interview structure 

Interview protocol 

Initiative name 

Organisation  Date 

Contact  
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Description  

 What is the main purpose of your eParticipation initiative? 

Data collection: How do you collect input from your stakeholders?  

What are the supporting tools?  

Did you buy the tool or developed it?  

Is there a technical key contact who could provide us detailed information on the technology (customised 
architecture, other standards used, etc.)?  

Data reporting and visualisation: How do you report and visualise, internally and externally, data from your 
stakeholders? What are the supporting tools? Did you buy the tool or developed it? Is there a technical key contact 
who could provide us detailed information on the technology (architecture, standards used, etc.)?  

Data analysis and interpretation: How do you analyse input received from your stakeholders? What are the 
supporting tools? Did you buy the tool or developed it? Is there a technical key contact who could provide us 
detailed information on the technology (architecture, standards used, etc.)? Are the outcomes actually taken into 
account in the decision making process? 

Usage metrics tool used:  

Number of active users:   

Number of contributions:   

Number of topics discussed:  

Description of the process or rules (if any) of the tool's outcome into the policy-making cycle:  

How is the collected data used to make decisions?  

How many decisions have come from the online activity so far?  

What is the process that will be followed to communicate the activity results to the participating and non-
participating users?  

How will the non-approved proposals be managed in matters of communication?   

What is the measured/estimated impact of the use case on policy/decision making? 

Challenges/obstacles faced: What are the key challenges you have faced in your initiative?  

Usability: What aspects make the initiative attractive to users? 

User benefits: Which features are of fundamental importance to the user? How do you measure the success of 
the initiative? 

Investment risks: do you see any key risks associated with investing in this activity?  

 Political risks (e.g. Policy makers change); 
 Technology risks (e.g. Digital divide, accessibility, hacking, etc.); 
 Policy support risks (e.g. Low support leading to non-usage of the channel, radical proposals supported by a 

representative group having followed the official process). 

Data privacy risks:  Did you experience any issues related to collection of sensitive information? How did you 
deal with the problem? 

 Confidentiality: limited data access 
 Data privacy: collection and storage 
 Integrity:  maintaining and assuring the accuracy and consistency 

Openness: Are using open standards? If so, why and which standards? 

Replication:  Would you support the re-use of your solution by other public administrations? If yes, from your 
experience, how can we ensure that this is easily done in different locations or settings? Have you already been 
in contact with other administrations where similar needs have emerged and that are willing to reuse your solution? 

Cross-border potential:  Do you see any specific issues in scaling up your initiative to a wider user-base (e.g. 
national or supra-national level)? What could enforce the uptake of the initiative by multiple European countries? 
What about multilingualism/internationalisation?  

Future development: Which are the plans for future development of the initiative? Are there any additional 

needs that are not covered by your initiative current plans? 

Summary/Key recommendations: What are the lessons learnt, dos and don’ts based on your experience? 
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3. KEY FINDINGS 

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the information that was collected in the 

scope of this study with regards to the use cases, practices, procedures, 

methodologies and tools that EU Institutions and Member States use for structural 

metadata governance and management.  

The information is structured in 4 sections: shortlisted use cases summary, 

observations, good practices and challenges. 

 

Each of the key findings (observations, good practices and challenges) has been 

categorised in at least one of the following areas, based on their topic they refer to: 

 

Table 3 – Key findings areas 

Area Area description 

Data In relation to the data management of the initiative. 

Interoperability In relation to systems’ interoperability. 

Processes In relation to the initiative’s management processes. 

Strategy In relation to the strategy of the initiative. 

Technology and Tools 
In relation to the technology and tools of the 
initiative.  

 

 

The observations, good practices and challenges are structured as it follows: 

Table 4 – Key findings summary 

Category Finding ID#  Title  

Observations 

1 Most of the identified use cases did not go past the pilot phase.  

2 
eParticipation solutions are spread across the EU, with local initiatives being 
the majority.  

3 
All the use cases are active in several policy domains, which therefore target 
the great public. 

4 
Stakeholders’ contributions are often unstructured, which prevents potential 
interoperability. 

5 
The public administration structure influences the initiative architecture and 
potential reach.  

Good 
practices 

6 
eParticipation initiatives owners currently prefer using open-source over 
commercial software. 

7 
Sharing the platform source code and processes promotes its reusability and 
thus eParticipation initiatives spread. 

8 
The initiatives should be promoted intensively at launch and on a regular basis 
after launch to ensure public awareness and a constant engagement increase.  

9 
The use of social media as a complementary means for supporting 
engagement and participation. 

10 Offline activities as means of increasing engagement and participation. 

11 Operational cases need to define a constant evolution process. 

12 Keeping the participation access' barriers low promotes greater participation. 

13 
The process for users’ feedback to enter the policy-making cycle should not be 
very restrictive. 
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14 
An eParticipation platform should clearly define its moderation rules to 
ensure the freedom of speech is respected whilst only keeping the feedback 
meeting the common good. 

15 Initiatives should allow feedback at several stages of the policy-making cycle. 

16 
A set of harmonised tools and processes of eParticipation per administration 
ensures greater awareness, participation and interoperability. 

17 
The eParticipation initiative should have a multi-disciplinary team including 
various profiles to represent the different stakeholders. 

18 The team in place should be able to support the scope and the process. 

19 
The initiative should include a pedagogic element as part of the transparency 
approach. 

20 
Official regulation supports standardised (eParticipation) policy-making 
processes.  

21 The eParticipation initiative should be politically and financially supported. 

22 
Co-creating/designing the initiative ensures greater engagement from 
stakeholders. 

23 
The relationship between the contributions and the decisions taken by the 
public administrations should be measured. 

24 
The participation from stakeholders can be increased with a rewards system or 
community building activities.   

25 The eParticipation platform should be user-centric. 

Challenges 

26 Most initiatives rely on time-consuming error-prone manual processes. 

27 
A clear description of how will the feedback of the stakeholders be used in the 
policy-making lifecycle can significantly encourage participation and 
engagement. 

28 The success of the eParticipation initiative is impacted by the Digital divide.  

29 
Discussions on social media are not analysed as part of the stakeholders’ 
feedback. 

 30 
Providing responses on all contributions can result in regular participation from 
stakeholders, but is extremely resource-consuming. 

 

3.1. Shortlisted use cases summary 

Table 5 – Shortlisted use cases summary 

Line 

No. 

Country Name Responsible 

institution 

Description  

1. EU YourVoice in Europe 
European 

Commission 

Your Voice in Europe is the European 

Commission's "single access point" to a 

variety of consultations and feedback 

opportunities which enable citizens and 

other stakeholders to express their views 

on EU policies at different stages 

throughout the policy lifecycle. 

Your Voice in Europe is a platform that 

collects the links to all open public 

consultations run by the European 

Commission services and to legislative 

initiatives feedback tools. Each DG owning 

a consultation or feedback tool is 

responsible for the analysis and integration 

into the policy-making cycle. The website 

does not analyse or collect any information, 

http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_en.htm
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Line 

No. 

Country Name Responsible 

institution 

Description  

it is done by each of the DGs responsible 

for the consultation activity. 

As part of the Commission's Better 

Regulation Agenda, the Commission 

intends to listen more closely to citizens 

and stakeholders from the first idea, to 

when the Commission prepares a proposal, 

through the adoption of a proposal and its 

evaluation. 

Feedback can be provided on 'Roadmaps' 

and 'Inception Impact Assessments' at the 

beginning of the preparation process. 

Depending on the initiative, different types 

of consultations may be carried out – e.g. 

targeted or public consultations. Public 

consultations allow you to express your 

views on key aspects of impacts 

assessments for Commission proposals 

under preparation as well as on key 

elements of evaluations and 'fitness checks' 

of existing policies. Public consultations are 

open for a period of minimum 12 weeks by 

default. 

At the end of the preparation of a new 

legislative initiative, and after adoption of 

the draft by the College, feedback can be 

provided on the Commission proposals. 

At a later stage it will also be possible to 

provide feedback on the drafts of delegated 

acts and important implementing acts.  

2.  EU 
European Parliament 

Petitions 
European 

Parliament 

The European Parliament’s online petitions 

platform allows any citizen, acting 

individually or jointly with others, to 

exercise his right of petition to the 

European Parliament under Article 227 of 

the Treaty on the Functioning of the 

European Union, on a subject which comes 

within the European Union's fields of 

activity and which affects them directly. 

Any company, organisation or association 

with its headquarters in the European 

Union may also exercise this right of 

petition, which is guaranteed by the Treaty. 

A petition may take the form of a complaint 

or a request and may relate to issues of 

public or private interest. 

The petition may present an individual 

request, a complaint or observation 

concerning the application of EU law or an 

appeal to the European Parliament to adopt 

a position on a specific matter. Such 

petitions give the European Parliament the 

opportunity of calling attention to any 

infringement of a European citizen's rights 

by a Member State or local authorities or 

other institution. Creating petitions is 

moderated by a preliminary questionnaire 

to ensure relevancy. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00037/Petitions
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00037/Petitions
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Line 

No. 

Country Name Responsible 

institution 

Description  

3. EU 

European 

Commission Doris 

Analysis Tool 

European 

Commission 

Doris is a semantic analysis tool built to 

analyse the answers to stakeholders’ online 

public consultations ran by the European 

Commission via EUsurvey tool.  

The input of Doris tool is the output of 

EUsurvey online questionnaires: an Excel 

file containing one line per respondent and 

as many columns as questions (open and 

closed questions).  

The Doris Dashboard allows to visualise the 

data in a user-friendly way, to filter them 

and to navigate through the questionnaire.  

For the closed questions, it provides pie and 

bar charts and some filtering functions. For 

the open questions, it provides text 

analytics services: keyword extraction, 

named entities recognition, top relevant 

sentence extraction, sentiment analysis.  

Additionally, the tool includes a clustering 

algorithm to group the answers that are 

semantically close. 

The non-English answers are translated 

into English, using the European 

Commission DG Translation automatic 

translation services which usually provide a 

next-day answer to the Doris-related 

requests.  

The tool has been used for analysing the 

answers to 10 consultations from EU 

survey, coming from 7-8 different DGs. 

4. EU 
EU Publications Office 

eParticipation Pilot 

EU 

Publications 

Office 

The Publications Office is currently running 

a Pilot project on LOD (Linked Open Data) 

and eParticipation, a portal in which the 

users will have the opportunity to comment 

and propose amendments to pre-legislative 

fragments. 

The objective is to create a platform in 

which the user will be able to discuss pieces 

of legislation, in particular those to be 

adopted by the European Commission. The 

platform would represent a social network 

at institutional level. 

5. BG Strategy.bg platform 
Bulgarian 

government 

The Bulgarian Portal for Public Consultation 

aims to encourage cooperation between 

citizens, businesses and non-governmental 

organisations and experts in government 

institutions in formulating policy and 

drafting laws. It provides access to 

information on planned changes in 

Bulgarian policies and legislation. 

Currently, most of the bills at national level 

go through this phase of consultation. 

All visitors can access all the information, 

documents and news on the portal. 

Registered users can also participate in 

public consultations, submit comments and 

make suggestions. Civil servants are 

encouraged to participate in these 

discussions. The portal has three main 

http://www.strategy.bg/
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Line 

No. 

Country Name Responsible 

institution 

Description  

sections: 'Public Consultations', Strategic 

Documents', and 'Today Society Decides'. 

Every government initiative (both 

legislation and strategy) is published for 

public consultation. 

6. EE 
Osale eParticipation 

platform 

Estonian 

Government 

Osale.ee is the Estonian eParticipation 

platform in which public servants can 

publish legislative proposals at various 

stages of the policy-making cycle, as well 

as citizens can provide their feedback, 

ideas and petitions on specific topics. The 

platform has three functions: 

- Firstly, citizens and interest groups can 

launch initiatives for new legislative 

proposals, present ideas and critique to 

government and submit petitions. Any such 

proposal undergoes voting and 

commenting by other users. Then the 

proposal is forwarded to the relevant 

government department, which then post 

an official response explaining what action 

will or will not be taken and why; 

- Secondly, citizens can participate in public 

consultations/hearings. Citizens and CSOs 

can publicly give their opinion about draft 

legislation prepared by government 

agencies. All government agencies have 

been advised how to publish their draft 

policy papers, development plans, laws or 

provisions on the consultation website. 

Submission is however voluntary and not 

regulated by administrative procedures; 

and 

- Finally, there is also a search function for 

legal acts according to their stage of 

preparation (i.e. since policy proposal to 

adoption in the parliament). 

7. GR 

OpenGov.gr - The 

Open Government 

Initiative platform 

Greek National 

Ministry of 

Administrative 

Reform and E-

Governance 

Opengov.gr has been designed to serve the 

principles of transparency, deliberation, 

collaboration and accountability and 

includes three initiatives: 

- Οpen calls for the recruitment of public 

administration officials: Top level and mid-

level openings in the public sector are 

available on the Internet. Applications are 

submitted on-line using a platform 

available on the opengov.gr website; 

- Electronic deliberation: Almost every 

piece of draft legislation or even policy 

initiative by the government, are posted in 

a blog-like platform prior to their 

submission to the national parliament. 

Citizens and organisations can post their 

comments, suggestions and criticisms 

article-by-article; and 

- Labs OpenGov: An open innovation 

initiative that brought together ideas and 

proposals from citizens, the public and the 

private sectors. Labs.OpenGov.gr 

https://www.osale.ee/
https://www.osale.ee/
http://www.opengov.gr/en/
http://www.opengov.gr/en/
http://www.opengov.gr/en/
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Line 

No. 

Country Name Responsible 

institution 

Description  

attempted to release the power of 

decentralised knowledge and explore new 

ways to tackle modern public 

administration problems but was 

discontinued. 

8. FR 

“Madame la Maire, 

j’ai une idée” 

 

Paris Participatory 

Budgeting site  

Paris City 

Council 

“Madame la Maire, j’ai une idée” and 

“Budget participatif” are two sites that 

encourage broad citizen participation.  

On “Madame la Maire, j’ai une idée”, the 

inhabitants of Paris are invited to submit 

their ideas and projects for their city on 

specific topics proposed by the 

administration.  

On “Budget participatif” (participatory 

budget), the inhabitants of Paris are invited 

to submit their “common good” projects in 

which they consider the city budget should 

be spent.  

The city of Paris has allocated 5% of their 

yearly budget (between 2014 and 2020) to 

implement the citizens' ideas. 

9. SI 
Predlagam Slovenian 

eParticipation portal 
Slovenian 

government 

In 2009 the Slovenian government 

launched the predlagam.vladi.si portal, 

allowing citizens to participate in 

government decision making. The system 

is based on the TID+ software that was 

originally developed for the Estonian 

government. Since then, the portal has 

accumulated almost 13000 registered 

users, responsible for 5000 suggestions, 

33000 comments and 72000 votes. About 

two dozen of the suggestions that received 

the required number of votes and a positive 

response from the government have now 

been implemented. The Slovenian 

Government Communication Office is 

currently working on improving the number 

of suggestions that receive a positive 

response and get implemented, by moving 

the decision-making process from 

ministries and government offices to the 

level of government committees. The 

online tool predlagam.vladi.si is managed 

by the Government Communication Office 

of Slovenia. Public officials from various 

government ministries are ready to 

respond to citizens’ initiatives and evaluate 

their proposals. If they have any problems, 

questions or constructive suggestions for 

improving the functionality of online tools, 

citizens can e-mail and call the Government 

Communication Office. Online tools 

available for citizens include: 

- Facilitating publication of new proposals; 

- Informing the competent authority that 

the predlagam.vladi.si will open a debate 

on a proposal and ask the relevant party to 

take an active part in it;  

https://idee.paris.fr/
https://idee.paris.fr/
https://budgetparticipatif.paris.fr/
https://budgetparticipatif.paris.fr/
http://predlagam.vladi.si/
http://predlagam.vladi.si/
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Line 

No. 

Country Name Responsible 

institution 

Description  

- Making sure that all comments are 

published according to the rules of 

predlagam.vladi.si; 

- Judging the adequacy of the response of 

the competent authority; and 

- Publishing responses to the competent 

authorities. 

 

3.2. Observations 

Finding #1: Most of the identified use cases did not go past the pilot phase.  

 

Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

Description: There are many initiatives (45 out of the 83 long-listed use cases) that 

run only for a specific timeframe as pilots, i.e. some months or years, after which 

they are terminated. We observed hence that very often pilots do not go into 

production. The reasons are not always clear, but include lack of funding, change 

in priorities/policies and limited citizen/stakeholder participation and engagement. 

These pilots are in some cases (at least 12 out of 45) funded by EU institutions. 
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Finding #2: eParticipation solutions are spread across the EU, with local initiatives 

being the majority. 

Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

 Description: There are more initiatives at local level and supra-national level than 

on national level. From the 83 long-listed use cases, the activity of 18 were at 

national level, 38 were at regional (7) or local (31) level, and 27 were at EU level 

(involving at least 2 EU countries).  

The 5 EU countries in which most initiatives were identified were: Germany (15), 

Spain (8), Slovenia (3), Estonia (3), and Greece (3). 

The EU countries in which we identified 18 national-level use cases are Estonia, 

Germany, Slovenia, United Kingdom, Greece, Bulgaria, Finland and Latvia. 

The EU regions in which we identified 7 regional-level use cases are Umbria (IT), 

Frankfurt/Rhine-Main (DE), Basque Country (ES), Schleswig-Holstein (DE), 

Andalusia (ES) and Vysocina (CZ). 

The EU cities in which we identified 31 local-level use cases are Cologne (DE), 

Madrid (ES), Kingston (UK), Paris (FR), Oviedo (ES), Barcelona (ES), London (UK), 

Tampere (IT), Lewes (UK), Lambeth (UK), Helsinki (SE), Barcelona (ES), Trikala 

(DE), Freiburg (DE), Hamburg (DE), Leipzig (DE), Hamburg (DE), Sheffield (UK), 

Swindon (UK), Barnet, Northamptonshire and Maidstone (UK), Bologna (IT), Tartu 

(EE), Patcham (Brighton and Hove, UK), Brighton and Hove (UK) and Friesland (DE). 

The EU level initiatives (27) we identified are or were owned by the European 

Commission (10), an industry consortium (9), the European Network of 

Ombudsmen (1), the European Parliament (1), the Fundamental Rights Agency (1), 

the Member state government of the Republic of Slovenia (1; which had at that 

moment the EU presidency), The Democratic Society company (1), mySociety non-

profit organisation (1), PwC (1) and the EU Publications Office (1). 

Finding #3: All the use cases are active in several policy domains, which therefore 

target the great public. 

Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

 Description: All initiatives are active in several policy domains (e.g. transport, 

urban planning, arts and culture), i.e. not only on one specific topic. This makes the 

demographics of the targeted audience to be only restricted by the language in 

which the initiative is available, the participation restrictions (e.g. citizenship or 

residence country) imposed by the initiative owner and the digital skills of the 

participants. 

 

Finding #4: Stakeholders’ contributions are often unstructured, which prevents 

potential interoperability. 
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Area: Interoperability. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

Description:  The contributions on the platforms analysed are in most cases 

unstructured. The main metadata for a comment usually include title, the comment 

and an author.  

Establishing a common thesaurus would, on top of allowing more advanced 

reporting capabilities, ensures interoperability with other systems.  

In decide.madrid.es, there are many similar contributions which are only grouped 

by adding a reference in the description. This prevents the required voting 

threshold to be met.  

 

Finding #5: The public administration structure influences the initiative architecture 

and potential reach. 

Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with EE - Osale eParticipation 

platform. 

Description: The public administration structure influences the initiative architecture 

and potential reach. In this direction, given the decentralised Estonian government 

structure, the usage of osale.ee (one of the first Estonian eParticipation tools) has 

significantly decreased. Other platforms and communication channels have 

emerged since then, which have a greater reach and participation level. These 

platforms are managed by more local administration levels which have a more direct 

interaction on specific topics with the citizens. The eParticipation solution is 

therefore influenced by the public administration structure, and in this sense “one 

solution does not fit all”.  

 

3.3. Good practices 

Finding #6: eParticipation initiatives owners currently prefer using open-source over 

commercial software. 

Area: Technology and Tools, Interoperability, Strategy. 
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Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with GR - OpenGov.gr - The Open 

Government Initiative, FR - Idées Paris Participatory Budgeting, EU - European 

Commission Doris, and SI – Predlagam Vladi eParticipation portal. 

 Description:  The usage of open source solutions allows reusing existing tools and 

customising them in order to fit each policy-making cycle model (in different 

countries and levels, e.g. local or national). Using open source solutions also allows 

reusability and interoperability of the system by and with other organisations, as 

well as technical transparency of the initiative and a technology evolution 

independence. Additionally, it allows a constant possible development and avoids a 

potential vendor lock-in. 

There is no one-fits-all platform or methodology but tailor-made/customised 

solutions to be built taking into account the local needs and restrictions (cultural, 

social, political and technical).  

 

The platform Madrid.decide.es code has already been reused by Decidim.Barcelona 

and consultaoviedo.es, which have both customised it following their corresponding 

practices and policy-making cycles. For example, the voting threshold triggering the 

“debate” with the objective of a feasibility study from the public administration only 

requires 500 votes in Oviedo but 54128 in Madrid, which can be explained by the 

difference in population between those cities among other factors2. 

 

The platform idees.paris.fr and budgetparticipatif.paris.fr migrated in January 2016 

to an open-source solution (Lutece CMS development framework, which e.g. 

includes Spring Framework, EhCache, Freemarker, Lucene, Solr) which enabled 

them to continuously and internally update their platform following their needs and 

changes to their processes.  

 

The European Commission DG CONNECT Semantic analysis tool Doris used several 

open source solutions (Python libraries, mainly Stanford) for sentiment analysis. 

 

The initiative opengov.gr uses the open-source solution WordPress for users to post 

comments and suggestions on draft legislation or policy initiative from the 

government. 

 

The Publications Office eParticipation pilot project manager highlights the 

recommendation to rely on well-established standards, as everything is easier to 

develop. According to him, the best approach is to rely on well-established document 

standards and knowledge models that are already available for this sort of 

functionalities.  

 

The platforms predlagam.vladi.si and osale.ee use the software TID+ (available 

freely on request), and use the free solution Piwik analytics to collect the website 

analytics data.  

                                                 
2 In 2014, the population in Madrid was 3165 million and in Oviedo 223765 (Source: http://www.ine.es/ 

and http://data.un.org/).  

http://www.ine.es/
http://data.un.org/
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Finding #7: Sharing the platform source code and processes promotes its reusability 

and fosters the take-up of eParticipation initiatives. 

Area: Technology and Tools, Interoperability, Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Desk research 

 Description: One of the initiatives (Decide Madrid, ES) clearly communicates (on 

the homepage) the open-source technology used, offers the possibility to reuse it, 

and to improve it via an issue reporting and tracking interface3.  

The communication on the homepage allows a greater reach of the software choice 
information details and the possibility to re-use it from other administrations. 

The code has already been reused by Decidim.Barcelona and consultaoviedo.es, 

which have both customised it following their corresponding practices and policy-

making cycles. 

Finding #8: The initiatives should be promoted intensively at launch and on a regular 

basis after launch, in order to ensure public awareness and a steady increase in 

stakeholders' engagement. 

Area: Strategy, Processes, Data.  

 Source(s) details: Desk research, Interviews with FR - Idées Paris Participatory 

Budgeting and GR - OpenGov.gr - The Open Government Initiative. 

 Description: An initial press coverage via traditional media (particularly TV and 

newspaper) and online media (organisation website, newspapers and blogs) would 

ensure a greater awareness of the initiative, its needs for participation and potential 

to drive change. 

  

In that direction, Opengov.gr highlighted the importance of the promotion of the 

service for raising awareness and thus participation. Similarly, the mayor of Paris 

recorded a video4 highlighting the importance of citizen participation and the 

institution social media accounts (non-dedicated to the initiative) post news about 

the initiative on a regular basis. 

 

Madrid City council followed a similar approach and used social media to promote 

the initiative via different stakeholders accounts (including the mayor’s and the 

initiative’s project manager’s), and did as well follow a multiplatform approach to 

present the initiative via dedicated accounts: YouTube, WordPress blog, Twitter and 

Facebook. 

                                                 
3 https://github.com/consul/consul/labels/PRs-welcome  
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwcoNJujXU8 

https://github.com/consul/consul/labels/PRs-welcome
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The platform predlagam.vladi.si sends a weekly newsletter including the latest 

discussions from the platform, which ensures the users are kept up-to-date on the 

on-going and new discussions. This newsletter, which is sent weekly on 

Wednesdays, translates into a traffic peak to the platform. 

Finding #9: The use of social media as a complementary means for supporting 

engagement and participation. 

Area: Strategy, Processes, Data.  

 Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with FR - Idées Paris Participatory 

Budgeting, Interview with EU - European Commission Doris. 

 Description: On top of the platform, 3 out of 9 use cases interviewed have a 

dedicated account in at least one of the most popular social media in Europe 

(Facebook and Twitter). The dedicated social media accounts represent a strategic 

channel of communication, as users do not need to go to the dedicated platform to 

stay informed on the on-going activities and social media are generic platforms users 

log in for other purposes. In that sense, the information reach is significantly greater 

than when posting the news on dedicated platforms only. However, the users still 

need to be initially engaged and to subscribe to and follow the initiatives’ social 

media account(s) in order for this additional communication ways to materialise. 

 

Additionally, social media can be used as a complementary citizen participation and 

engagement channel. Should this be put in place, the organisation can collect the 

data of the discussions happening on social media (via dedicated channels or non-

dedicated channels), analyse it using text mining techniques and feed the outcome 

into the policy-making cycle. This would represent an additional channel of data 

collection, outside of a dedicated platform for the initiative. 

Finding #10: Offline activities as means of increasing engagement and participation. 

Area: Strategy, Technology and Tools, Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with FR - Idées Paris Participatory 

Budgeting. 

 Description: Some of the initiatives run online and offline activities in parallel and 

both approaches have barriers to participation. Offline activities have availability 

and logistics constraints among others whilst the most challenging eParticipation 

constraint can be the digital divide (in matters of skills and materials). However, 

offline activities manage to reach out to and include citizens and stakeholders that 

do not have access to digital means, hence minimising the impact of digital divide. 

In that perspective, running the initiative through different channels would be 

complementary and therefore ensure a greater participation. 

 

Each initiative should therefore be complemented by offline activities to ensure 

the greatest promotion and visibility but also coverage of population, i.e. the optimal 

representativeness of the stakeholders to ensure all needs can be considered.  
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Some of the offline activities that are organised by the existing initiatives are 

workshops between the citizens and the administration, conferences, and debates. 

Additionally, some of the initiatives allow most or all the available actions online to 

be completed offline as well.  

 

In that sense, there is still a clear need to combine offline (incl. traditional media) 

with online activities and channels for the promotion and education of the different 

stakeholders of an eParticipation initiative. 

 

In this direction, some of the initiatives offer additional types of service on top of 

the online activities. For example, one of them organises events which run in parallel 

to the online activities (“Idées Paris/Budget Participatif” from Paris City council, or 

the German national eParticipation program “Gut Leben in Deutschland”) and 

another (the European Parliament petitions committee) offers a live streaming of 

the session in which the feedback from stakeholders, in this case selected petitions, 

is discussed. 

 

Also, the platform budgetparticipatif.paris.fr (“Idées Paris/Budget Participatif” from 

Paris City council) allows voting for ideas in permanent and mobile physical polls. 

The administration specifically plans mobile polling stations to the most peripheral 

districts as they are aware that their willingness to participate and potentially their 

digital access or usage is lower than in more central districts. They therefore plan 

the mobile polls to attend the events in which there is a great amount of traffic on 

a regular basis, as e.g. weekly markets.  

They also plan office hours in specific locations to accompany participants, whom 

might not have the digital skills or a defined idea structure, to file their ideas online.  

 

The platform decide.madrid.es (“Decide Madrid” from Madrid City Council) organises 

debates to discuss specific topics as e.g. the remodelling of an iconic square of the 

city, “Plaza España”. 

Finding #11: Operational cases need to define a constant evolution process. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interviews with EE - Osale eParticipation 

platform, SI – Predlagam Vladi eParticipation portal, and FR - Idées Paris 

Participatory Budgeting. 

 Description:  The pilots that evolve into an operational initiative should be 

continuously evolving, as so are the technologies used by the citizens.  

 

Whilst the analysed cases defined more than 5 years ago have a defined process 

which is in some cases in the process or need of an update, the most recent 

initiatives are constantly evolving to offer additional participation ways to the 

citizens or streamline their processes internally and externally. 

 

Predlagam.vladi.si and Osale.ee are two platforms that were set in 2009 and 2007 

respectively.  
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Predlagam.vladi.si’s functionalities evolved shortly after the platform launch on the 

users’ request but have not been updated since then. In the past years, the priority 

of the initiative has been strengthening their internal support for the feedback input 

into the decision-making process. This year, the website is planned to be optimised 

for a better user experience and a greater device responsiveness. 

 

Osale.ee’s was one of the first Estonian eParticipation tools. Given the decentralised 

government structure, other platforms and communication channels emerged since 

then, which have a more direct interaction on specific topics with the citizens, which 

resulted in a low usage of osale.ee platform. There are currently no plans to upgrade 

or change osale.ee platform. 

 

Madrid.decide.es and idees.paris.fr are two platforms that were set in 2015 and 

2014 respectively. 

Madrid.decide.es was launched in September 2015 as an Ideas platform. In 

February 2016 it introduced its participatory budgeting section. 

Idees.Paris.fr was launched in September 2014 as a participatory budgeting “ideas” 

platform and included in 2015 its consultation element on specific topics. In January 

2016 both elements were separated and clearly communicated, and the platform 

migrated to an open source solution. 

Idees.Paris.fr highlights the fact that due to the constant evolution of the processes, 

it is key to develop and manage the software internally in order to be able to adapt 

it to the changing needs. 

Finding #12: Keeping the participation access’ barriers low promotes greater 

participation. 

Area: Processes, Data. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interviews with EU - European Parliament 

Petitions, BG - Strategy.bg platform, EE - Osale eParticipation platform, GR - 

OpenGov.gr - The Open Government Initiative, FR - Idées Paris Participatory 

Budgeting, and SI – Predlagam Vladi eParticipation portal. 

Description:  The conditions for stakeholders’ ideas/data to participate in the 

initiative should not be too strict, as it might decrease the platform participation. 

The initiative should define the users’ registration process for contributing to the 

discussions on the platform. Some of the key elements to take into account are 

whether registration should be mandatory or not, and which fields would be 

mandatory to complete in both scenarios. 

Some initiatives do not require (formal) registration to participate in the 

discussions, but still ask for some fields to be completed (name, email address) for 

each contribution, as Opengov.gr. 
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Predlagam.vladi.si and idees.paris.fr require registration to participate but only a 

valid e-mail address.  

Osale.ee requires registration to participate and the citizens eID number is 

requested. However the usage of eID is very frequent in Estonia which would 

therefore not affect the level of participation. 

Decide.madrid.es opted to implement a more complex process in which to vote for 

proposals, the city registry personal number is required. The registry number 

ensures the age of the voter is above 16 years and that he/she lives in Madrid. On 

the contrary, to make proposals a valid e-mail address is sufficient. By 

implementing this, the initiative limits its voting capability to the actual residents 

of the city. Whilst this restriction would be logical (the voters should actually live 

in the territory in which the decision will be applied) the actions needed to obtain 

this number might discourage the voting functionality usage. Defining less tight 

restrictions, as idees.paris.fr has implemented (only an existing e-mail address) 

would increase the participation of residents not having their registry number 

available, kids or residents not officially registered in the city.  

Options as the usage eID or IP location could be an asset to consider by initiative 

owners. eID usage is however not similarly distributed across countries, and the 

usage of IP location could lead to errors as per the presence of remove servers of 

Internet provider’ companies.  

The definition of the user registration process needed for participation should take 

into account the organisation’s capabilities of spam detection and content 

moderation, the importance given to a single participation (e.g. the difference that 

an additional vote can make), the objective of the participation activity (which 

profile is the organisation seeking feedback from) and the alternative options (e.g. 

ask the participant’s address or monitor the IP location).  

The initiative owners should always note that asking too much information 

distributed in several fields, particularly information that the participant might not 

know by heart (e.g. the city registry personal number) might lead to lower level of 

participation and may also have data privacy implications.  

On the other hand, establishing mandatory fields would allow the initiative to get 

additional information on the participants’ profiles and take decisions with this 

information (e.g. launch a communication campaign for a specific age-range or 

area as the participation of that community is not high).  

In any case, a good practice is to add a short explanatory text in each of the 

required fields for participation so the participant is informed on the purpose, i.e. 

why is each piece of information required, and how it will be used by the initiative 

owner. 
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Finding #13: The process for users’ feedback to enter the policy-making cycle should 

not be very restrictive. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interviews with EE - Osale eParticipation 

platform, SI – Predlagam Vladi eParticipation portal, and FR - Idées Paris 

Participatory Budgeting. 

 Description:  The conditions for stakeholders’ ideas/data to feed into the policy-

cycle discussion should not be too restrictive, as it might decrease the participation.  

 

For example, in cases where there is a voting threshold to an idea to be considered, 

to assess the optimal amount of votes needed, it is recommended to start with a 

low threshold upon the platform launch and increase it gradually to reach the optimal 

amount to be able to manage the ideas’ required workload whilst maintaining the 

level of participation. The optimal threshold should therefore take into account the 

number of active participants on the platform and the size of the team analysing the 

ideas among others. Similarly, the voting timeline should take into account the 

number of active users of the platform and the policy-making cycle timing 

restrictions. 

 

On Madrid.decide.es platform, for an idea to create an online debate that could 

trigger a feasibility study, 54128 positive votes are needed within a year. This 

represents 2% of the city registered residents above 16 years. Since the platform 

was launched in September 2015 to date (May 2016) the proposal that has received 

the greatest amount of votes has received 27127 votes, which is 50% of the required 

votes for a proposal to be analysed in a feasibility study by the public administration. 

 

On Predlagam.vladi.si platform, for an idea to be forwarded to the corresponding 

ministry, 11 positive votes are needed, which represent 3% of active users. This 

process was established after a specific period in which the platform owners were 

able to analyse the amount of active users. This process is aligned with the level of 

participation on the platform and allows most of the participants’ suggestions to be 

analysed by the public administration.  

 

On Osale.ee platform, for an idea to be forwarded to the corresponding ministry it 

requires more positive than negative votes. This process is aligned with the level of 

participation on the platform and allows most of the participants’ suggestions to be 

analysed by the public administration. 

 

On consultaoviedo.es, an eParticipation platform that uses decide.madrid.es 

software, for a proposal to become a debate and be able to trigger a feasibility study, 

there are 500 positive votes needed. Since it was launched in January 2016, several 

proposals have reached the required number of votes for its feasibility study. If the 

government team has the capacity to manage the amount of proposals that reach 

the threshold, there is no apparent reason to change the voting threshold. However 

if the team does not have the capacity to manage the demand, one option could be 

increasing the threshold in which case it would be recommended to do so taking into 
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account the platform’s participation levels, or increasing the team capacity by e.g. 

expanding it. 

 

Generally, some of the elements which can optimise the initiatives’ effectiveness 

and participation levels are: 

- establishing a voting threshold in line with the participation level;  

- communicating this threshold on each proposal with a percentage to promote 

the voting among the site visitors; and 

- building a functionality to easily group similar proposals, so votes are not spread 

out (which makes the voting threshold not to be met). 

Finding #14: An eParticipation platform should clearly define its moderation rules to 

ensure the freedom of speech is respected whilst only keeping the feedback meeting 

the common good. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with SI – Predlagam Vladi 

eParticipation portal. 

 Description:  An eParticipation platform should clearly define its moderation rules 

to ensure the freedom of speech is respected whilst only keeping the feedback 

meeting the common good. In that context, it should also clearly define and 

communicate to the stakeholders its principles in matters of selection and 

representativeness to ensure as possible that ideas can be routed using different 

channels. 

 

When the platform decide.madrid.es was launched, several proposals were made 

which were not politically correct (e.g. rename a street with a cartoon character). 

Since then, the initiative managers established a process to delete the content they 

consider inappropriate (e.g. racist, sexist, xenophobic, apology of terrorism or those 

who violate human rights and dignity of people). 

 

The platform predlagam.vladi.si clearly communicates to its stakeholders that when 

a proposal does not meet the requirements to be forwarded to the corresponding 

ministry, they still have the possibility to send it directly via e-mail or post. By doing 

this, they specify to the stakeholder that the reply will not be public but will be 

treated.  

Finding #15: Initiatives should allow feedback provision options at several stages of 

the policy-making cycle. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

 Description:  The administration should allow citizen participation in several 

phases of the policy-cycle, from ideas generation/draft legislation up to changing 

an implemented act.  
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The European Commission adopted in May 2015 its Better Regulation Agenda. This 

package of reforms, covering the entire policy cycle, has the objectives of: 

 increasing openness and transparency in the EU decision-making process;  

 improving the quality of new laws through better impact assessments of draft 

legislation and amendments; and 

 promoting constant and consistent review of existing EU laws, so that EU policies 

achieve their objectives in the most effective and efficient way. 

 

In this context, the shortlisted cases were mapped into the Better regulation policy 

cycle one-by-one in Annex I. Additionally, the cases from the long list, were mapped 

as a total corresponding to the steps in which their activities take (operational 

initiatives) or took (terminated pilots) place. 

 

The findings of this mapping were the following: 

 Some of the initiatives went beyond the scope of the policy cycle, more 

specifically the initiatives in which the stakeholders are asked for ideas, with no 

initial question or topic formulated by the public administration. 

 The majority of initiatives take place in the initial steps of the cycle (draft 

legislation), whereas we observe less at the end of it. From the long list of use 

cases, 52 out of 83 initiatives take place in the first step of the better regulation 

cycle “Feedback on Roadmaps, Evaluation Roadmaps and Inception Impact 

Assessments”, and 35 fall out of the scope of the policy cycle, in the step in 

which the organisation asks for stakeholders’ ideas with no initial query.  

 Several initiatives (8) ask for feedback in several steps of the Better regulation 

policy cycle phases, which for the participant represents the possibility to provide 

feedback at different steps of the policy cycle. 

 

Separately, as the main policy challenges of the Slovenian EU presidency agenda in 

2007 had been pre-determined before the start of the presidency, the NGOs had 

limited opportunities to influence decisions previously negotiated at the EU Council 

among the Member States.  

Citizens give importance to provide feedback and ideas. One month after launch, 

the initiative decide.madrid.es had already received over 3000 proposals from 

registered residents. 

Finding #16: A set of harmonised tools and processes of eParticipation per 

administration ensures greater awareness, participation and interoperability. 

Area: Processes, interoperability. 

Source(s) details: Interviews with EE - Osale eParticipation platform, and EU - 

YourVoice in Europe. 

 Description:  A set of harmonised tools and processes of eParticipation per 

administration, ensures a greater and faster awareness of the platform existence 

and therefore its take-up. 

A decentralised approach would instead require the user to know the specificities of 

each of the different available platforms. For example, the Estonian public 
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administration counts several eParticipation tools5 spread out between several 

institutions and levels of administration, which participation could potentially be 

optimised by implementing a consolidated platform with links to all initiatives. 

The harmonised approach would also promote a standardised process, which could 

fit different administration management architectures.  

In such cases of different management architectures, the harmonised approach 

should at least follow a similar approach as YourVoice.eu, this platform being a “link 

consolidator” of all public consultations run by the European Commission DGs. Some 

of the advantages of having an harmonised approach for public consultations are a 

greater public awareness but also making of the initiative a reliable source of 

information for studies, research and articles, by setting up advanced reporting 

capabilities in the platform back-end.   

In that direction, YourVoice in Europe from the European Commission consolidates 

the links from all stakeholders’ consultation ran by the different DGs. Also, now that 

the European Commission is in the development phase of an upgraded platform 

under the Better Regulation Guidelines (the “Better Regulation platform”) to 

integrate additional options in the stakeholders’ consultations management process, 

they are considering keeping YourVoice online updated as per the known branding.  

Finding #17: The eParticipation initiative should have a multi-disciplinary team 

including various profiles to represent the different stakeholders. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

 Description:  The eParticipation initiative team should have a multi-disciplinary 

team including various profiles to represent the different stakeholders, as: software 

architects and developers, social scientists, civil servants, policy experts, 

communication experts, content managers, graphic designers, and user’s 

representatives. 

 

For example, eDialogos eParticipation platform was implemented in the Municipality 

of Trikala 2007 by a multi-disciplinary team, consisting of: 

- Software architects, engineers and developers, following PRINCE and RUP 

methodologies for the development of the platform;  

- Knowledge engineers, responsible for the development of the ontologies and 

semantic web applications; 

- eParticipation experts, who defined the process and provided the functional 

specifications of the platform; 

- Political Scientists, who organized the public deliberations; 

                                                 
5 https://www.osale.ee  

http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/  

http://petitsioon.ee/    

http://www.rahvaalgatus.ee/   

https://riigikantselei.ee/et/kaasamise-hea-tava  

https://www.osale.ee/
http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/
http://petitsioon.ee/
http://www.rahvaalgatus.ee/
https://riigikantselei.ee/et/kaasamise-hea-tava
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- Moderators (local journalists), who had the content moderation role; 

- Political research scientists, responsible for the creation and analysis of the online 

surveys; and 

- Communication consultants, responsible for the design and communication 

strategy. 

Finding #18: The team in place should be able to support the scope and the process. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interviews with FR - Idées Paris Participatory 

Budgeting, and EU - European Commission Doris. 

 Description: The team in place should be able to support the scope and the 

process. 

In that direction, the initiative should be managed by a team with the skills to 

complete all the defined tasks. 

Also, the initiative should be managed by a team with a capability to complete all 

the defined tasks in the timeline defined in the process. If this is not possible, either 

the team’s size or the initiative scope should be revisited.  

The European Commission is currently analysing how to expand the current 

stakeholders’ consultation analysis team capabilities to deal with the increasing 

demand. 

Idees.paris.fr team size was increased to complete all the required tasks of their 

initiative.  

Finding #19: The initiative should include a pedagogic element as part of the 

transparency approach. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Interview with FR - Idées Paris Participatory Budgeting. 

 Description: The initiative should inform the participants about the necessary 

requirements to implement a proposal. This will help participants learn the decision-

making processes drivers, learn to evaluate the feasibility of proposals (own and 

from others) and support them correspondingly. This will increase the transparency 

of public administration by facilitating the understanding of the different elements 

to be considered for a proposal implementation. 

In that direction, the initiative idees.paris.fr includes a field in which the proposal 

submitter should indicate his/her calculation on the costs of implementation. The 

initiative provides detailed information on their platform on the implementation 

costs of several project-type (e.g. building a garden, planting a tree) for the users 

to acknowledge all elements to take into account and their actual cost. 
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Finding #20: Official regulations should support standardised (eParticipation) policy-

making processes. 

Area: Strategy, Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with BG - Strategy.bg platform, EU - 

European Commission Doris and GR - OpenGov.gr - The Open Government 

Initiative. 

 Description:  The support of the initiative by a regulation ensures that all cases 

falling into a specific scenario have a standardised process supported legally. This 

would prevent the administration or initiative owner: 

- to select specific scenarios for public consultation (have a selective involvement 

from the administration: a limited and “based on agenda” participation initiative) 

and not others that could equally interest the citizens to participate in, or  

- not analysing nor taking into account the feedback received on specific 

consultations.  

 

In this direction, the Slovenian EU Council Presidency NGOs eParticipation portal 

faced the challenge of the public administration bodies failing to provide response 

on majority of the NGOs on-line debate reports, despite official agreement with the 

Government communication office on e-dialogue during the Presidency.  

 

The Bulgarian platform Strategy.bg is supported by a law which ensures that all 

draft legislation is posted on the platform for 14 days prior to its discussion in the 

parliament. However, a law regularising the publication of the analysis done of each 

proposal by the public servants would help the transparency and standardisation of 

the process. This results in a process in which each comment on draft legislation is 

analysed and the arguments to accept/partially accept/reject documented, but there 

is no obligation of publishing them online.  

 

In Estonia there is a law to publish all draft legislation on http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/ 

which is partially fed by osale.ee platform’s collected feedback. 

Finding #21: The eParticipation initiative should be politically and financially 

supported. 

Area: Processes. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with FR - Idées Paris Participatory 

Budgeting. 

 

 Description:  The eParticipation initiative should be politically and financially 

supported, which should translate into specific actions on actual political 

commitment, financial investment but also training of civil servants.  A rich 

knowledge transfer from the project management team guarantees that there is no 

gap between technical, organizational and operation sides as well as a faster and 

better embracement by the operational team. 

 

http://eelnoud.valitsus.ee/
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Paris’ City Council established its eParticipation platform shortly after the elections, 

as did the Decide.Madrid.es’ one. This element showed a commitment from the 

administration to increase the citizens’ participation into the policy-making process. 

 

On top of the legal element indicated above, Paris’ City Council has had to train its 

civil servants for them to adapt to the new process and be self-sufficient on a newly 

built platform, as well as redefine their tasks to include eParticipation among them. 

Finding #22: Co-creating/designing the initiative ensures greater engagement from 

stakeholders. 

Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

Description:  Co-creation/co-design of services ensures greater engagement. 

Stakeholders would be more engaged in a process or interface they have actively 

participated in designing.  

In this direction, the platform decide.madrid.es offers the opportunity to any 

stakeholder to provide feedback on the platform, by reporting bugs and suggesting 

site improvements on https://github.com/consul/consul/issues.  

Finding #23: The relationship between the contributions and the decisions taken by 

the public administrations should be measured. 

Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Workshop with experts conducted on 27-04-20166 

Description:  To exhaustively monitor the initiative, the relationship between the 

contributions and the decisions taken by the public administrations should be 

measured. This measurement will ensure transparency on how the initiative is 

actually contributing to the policy-making cycle.  One way such measurement could 

be implemented would be to establish a detailed tracking mechanism of all 

contributions by e.g. defining a status of all contributions (accepted, partially 

accepted, rejected, analysed, integrated) and analysing how many of the 

contributions have a final status corresponding to its integration in the policy. 

Finding #24: The participation from stakeholders can be increased with a reward 

system or community building activities. 

Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Workshop with experts conducted on 27-04-20167 

                                                 
6 Workshop conducted with representatives from the Institute for Electronic Participation 

(INePA), a national adviser on e-Government and an associate Professor in the field of 
Information Systems and eGovernment. 

7 Workshop conducted with representatives from the Institute for Electronic Participation 

(INePA), a national adviser on e-Government and an associate Professor in the field of 

Information Systems and eGovernment. 

https://github.com/consul/consul/issues
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Description: In order to engage stakeholders on a regular basis, the public 

administration can foresee a set of incentives to reward them for the time spent on 

contributions. As an example, the Greek administration organised a Hackathon in 

which they took the opportunity to present the eParticipation initiative and ask for 

feedback. The event was of the interest of the stakeholders and thus the 

participation on feedback provision was high. Other incentives could include for the 

contributors to also have the opportunity to ask for feedback on policy-related 

topics of their interest in a separate section of the platform, once they reach a 

certain threshold of participation.  

Finding #25: The eParticipation platform should be user-centric. 

Area: Strategy, Processes.  

Source(s) details: Workshop with experts conducted on 27-04-20168 

Description: The eParticipation initiative should be user-centric: self-explanatory, 

with compact information and device-responsive. In order to promote the feedback 

provision by stakeholders, the feedback mechanisms should be self-explanatory 

and not require a long description to explain the process to the stakeholders. 

Additionally, the process for feedback provision should not be long and be 

composed by few fields, and accessible on the communication channels the 

stakeholders are used to use, particularly mobile devices.  

 

 

 

 

 

3.4. Challenges 

Finding #26: Most initiatives rely on time-consuming error-prone manual processes. 

Area: Strategy, Data, Technology and Tools. 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interviews with BG - Strategy.bg platform, EE - 

Osale eParticipation platform, GR - OpenGov.gr - The Open Government Initiative, 

SI – Predlagam Vladi eParticipation portal, and FR - Idées Paris / Participatory 

Budgeting projects. 

Description:  The processes for data collection, data analysis and data visualisation 

should be as automated as much possible. The objective is to automate a maximum 

of the required processes in the context of an eParticipation initiative for the 

processes to be more efficient in time and resources, as well as providing an error-

                                                 
8 Workshop conducted with representatives from the Institute for Electronic Participation 

(INePA), a national adviser on e-Government and an associate Professor in the field of 

Information Systems and eGovernment. 
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proof analysis on e.g. identifying trends and clustering semantically-close and 

similar contributions. 

In most of the interviewed cases, there is no automated tool for data analysis and 

visualisation, which represents a policy officer analysing one-by-one all the 

contributions and depending on the process, having to reply to all of them 

separately as well.  

In order to effectively build an efficient policy-making process including 

stakeholders' feedback (which can be thousands of comments), it is recommended 

to build and/or use tools that allow an automated processing of the information. 

 

Finding #27: A clear description of how will the feedback of the stakeholders be used 

in the policy-making lifecycle can significantly encourage participation. 
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Area: Strategy. 

Source(s) details: Desk research. 

Description: Providing a clear description on how will the participants’ feedback be 

used and the outcome communicated for both the selected and non-selected 

proposals (feedback taken/non-taken into account), can significantly encourage 

participation. Practically, this means describing if, when, how, and where in the 

policy making lifecycle will the feedback of the stakeholders be used.  

eParticipation is a channel to increase the visibility of the public administration 

work, and therefore the transparency of eParticipation processes should be open 

and exhaustive end-to-end.  

The provision of detailed information on how is the feedback taken into account is 

a practice that would encourage the stakeholders to spend time in participating in 

eParticipation initiatives. 

On the contrary, a total lack or limited information on how stakeholders’ feedback 

is taken into account might lead to the stakeholders’ apathy and a gradual 

decrease of the initiative’s usage.  

On strategy.bg, the public servants analyse every contribution made on the 

platform and determine whether to accept, partially accept, or reject it. However 

the online publication on the contribution status and analysis is not always 

completed, so the stakeholders do not have visibility on the outcome of their 

contribution.  

Additionally, on the initiatives requiring a threshold of positive votes, specifying 

how many votes are needed for the public administration to consider doing a 

feasibility study would positively influence the participation level as the participants 

would know the impact their participation can have.  

Finding #28: The success of the eParticipation initiative is impacted by the Digital 

divide. 

Area: Strategy 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interview with EE - Osale eParticipation 

platform. 

Description: The usage of eParticipation initiatives depend on several elements. On 

top of the initiative communication activities’ success, the administrative structure 

and a clear process communicated to the stakeholders, the eGovernment 

Factsheets report, published on a yearly basis by the European Commission on 
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Joinup.eu, distinguishes a set of indicators clustered within four main top-level 

benchmarks related to the usage of internet at country level: 

 User Centricity – indicates to what extent (information about) a service is provided 

online and how this is perceived.  

 Transparent Government – indicates to what extent governments are transparent 

regarding: i) their own responsibilities and performance, ii) the process of service 

delivery and iii) personal data involved.  

 Cross Border Mobility – indicates to what extent EU citizens can use online 

services in another country.  

 Key Enablers – indicates the extent to which 5 technical pre-conditions are 

available online. There are: Electronic Identification (eID), Electronic documents 

(eDocuments), Authentic Sources, Electronic Safe (eSafe), and Single Sign On 

(SSO). These top-level benchmarks are measured using a life-events (e.g. mystery 

shopping) approach.  

These elements therefore have a direct impact on the stakeholders’ internet usage 

and therefore their knowledge and willingness to use the online channel to 

contribute to policy-making processes. 

Finding #29: Discussions on social media are not analysed as part of the 

stakeholders’ feedback. 

Area: Strategy 

Source(s) details: Desk research, Interviews with BG - Strategy.bg platform, EE - 

Osale eParticipation platform, GR - OpenGov.gr - The Open Government Initiative, 

FR - Idées Paris / Participatory Budgeting projects, SI – Predlagam Vladi 

eParticipation portal. 

Description:  Social media is one of the most popular form of online communities 

in which virtual discussions take place globally, eliminating the physical and timing 

restrictions of traditional discussion channels. 

In this context, citizens and stakeholders are already using social media to discuss 

opinions on policies and public services. Public administrations are therefore in a 

privileged position to use this channel in their advantage to collect information and 

use it in the policy lifecycle and in service design. 

Finding #30: Providing responses on all contributions can result in regular 

participation from stakeholders, but is extremely resource-consuming. 
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Area: Strategy, Processes.  

Source(s) details: Workshop with experts conducted on 27-04-2016 

Description:  Stakeholders contributing to eParticipation initiatives would be more 

likely to participate on a regular basis if they can assess how their feedback has 

contributed to the policy discussion. However providing feedback on individual 

contributions is extremely time-consuming. The public administration should 

therefore take into account this factor when defining the initiative process, by doing 

a forecast on the expected participation level and implementing the process and 

team allowing to manage it. The process should be communicated in the platform, 

as well as any change to it due to e.g. a demand higher than expected. 
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ANNEX I: LONG LIST OF CASES  

 

We identified cases focusing on participatory knowledge for decision-making or tools 

by conducting a desk research of publicly available information. We started by 

selecting several cases in each of the Member State to achieve regional diversity and 

afterwards shortlisted them by the criteria defined in the inception report (see section 

2.2). The full list of the 83 identified cases is given in Annex I. The list of cases was 

further analysed and shortlisted based on the selection criteria. 

 

Table 6 – Description of identified cases 

Line 

No. 
Country 

Name 

(website) 
Description  

1. EU YourVoice in Europe 

Your Voice in Europe is the European Commission's 

"single access point" to a variety of consultations 

and feedback opportunities which enable you to 

express your views on EU policies at different 

stages throughout the policy lifecycle. As part of 

the Commission's Better Regulation Agenda the 

Commission intends to listen more closely to 

citizens and stakeholders from the first idea, to 

when the Commission prepares a proposal, through 

the adoption of a proposal and its evaluation. 

2. EU 
European Parliament: 

Petitions "Have your say" 

Any citizen, acting individually or jointly with 

others, may at any time exercise his right of 

petition to the European Parliament under Article 

227 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 

European Union. 

3. EU European Ombudsman 

The European Ombudsman investigates complaints 

about maladministration in the institutions and 

bodies of the European Union. 

4. EU 
Fundamental Rights Agency 

surveys 

The FRA provides the EU institutions and Member 

States with independent, evidence-based advice on 

fundamental rights. Among their practices they 

perform surveys so individuals can provide their 

feedback on specific topics as Racism and Social 

Marginalisation, Gender-based violence, or Issues 

of discrimination and rights awareness in seven EU 

Member States. 

5. EE 
Osale: the Estonian 

eParticipation tool 

The Osale integrated electronic environment has 

three functions. Firstly, citizens and interest groups 

can launch initiatives for new legislative proposals, 

present ideas and critique to government and 

submit petitions. Any such proposal undergoes 

voting and commenting by other users. Then the 

proposal is forwarded to the relevant government 

department, which then post an official response 

explaining what action will or will not be taken and 

why. Secondly, citizens can participate in public 

consultations/hearings. Citizens and CSOs can 

publicly give their opinion about draft legislation 

prepared by government agencies. All government 

agencies have been advised how to publish their 

draft policy papers, development plans, laws or 

provisions on the consultation website. Submission 

is however voluntary and not regulated by 

administrative procedures. Thirdly, there is also a 

search function for legal acts according to their 

http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/index_en.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00037/Petitions
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/20150201PVL00037/Petitions
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/atyourservice/home.faces
http://fra.europa.eu/en
http://fra.europa.eu/en
https://www.osale.ee/
https://www.osale.ee/
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Line 

No. 
Country 

Name 

(website) 
Description  

stage of preparation (i.e. since policy proposal to 

adoption in the parliament). 

6. DE 

Kommunalforum.de - City 

administration network 

Germany 

Kommunalforum.de is a private initiative which 

enables a simple and free communication about 

the municipal administration in Germany. Local 

governments and administrations (and their 

employees), citizens, politicians, enterprises and 

other interested people are invited. The "unlimited" 

communication in the social network / community 

offers the possibility to profit nationwidely from 

experiences of others. 

With functions like forums, chats, 

uploads/downloads, polls, private mail, 

appointment calendar, and many more the site 

offers all functions for an effective communication 

of Web 2.0. It includes, besides, elements of the E-

Government, the E inclusion, the E-Democracy and 

the E participation. 

7. IT Senso@Iternato Italy  

The service allows, using special e-mail messages 

by the Information System of the Regional Council 

(SICo.R.), to: 

 - be updated on the status of the process to 

individual Acts; 

 -  be updated on the status of the process to the 

Acts concerning the same subject; and 

- submit comments on individual acts directly to 

the Commission in charge to examine and report 

back to the Council. 

8. DE 
Participatory Budgeting 

Cologne 

From 17 November to 7 December 2014, Cologne 

citizens could participate for the 5th time in the 

annual municipal budget planning. 

9. ES Decide Madrid 

The Madrid Participa project is an instrument used 

to increase citizen participation in the decision-

making process in the city of Madrid, offering a 

dialogue between political representatives and 

citizens. When compared to traditional citizen 

consultations, the Madrid Participa approach of 

using secure eVoting technology in parallel with the 

paper channel enables Madrid City Council to carry 

out more convenient and user-friendly 

consultations while avoiding the costs of a 

traditional vote. To date, the eConsultations 

platform implemented has been used regularly in 

22 citizen consultations involving more than 3.5 

million citizens. 

10. UK 
Kingston Upon Thames 

ePetitions 

"Your Kingston, Your Say" petition system allow all 

citizents to create or sign a petition online. 

11. SI 
Predlagam Slovenian 

eParticipation portal 

In 2009 the Slovenian government launched the 

predlagam.vladi.si portal, allowing citizens to 

participate in government decision making. The 

system is based on the TID+ software that was 

originally developed for the Estonian government. 

Since then, the portal has accumulated almost 

13,000 registered users, responsible for 5,000 

suggestions, 33,000 comments and 72,000 votes. 

About two dozen of the suggestions that received 

the required number of votes and a positive 

response from the government have now been 

implemented. The Slovenian Government 

http://www.kommunalforum.de/
http://www.kommunalforum.de/
http://www.kommunalforum.de/
http://www.consiglio.regione.umbria.it/informazione-e-partecipazione/senso-alternato
https://buergerhaushalt.stadt-koeln.de/
https://buergerhaushalt.stadt-koeln.de/
https://decide.madrid.es/
http://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200274/consultations_surveys_forums_and_petitions/793/petitions/3
http://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200274/consultations_surveys_forums_and_petitions/793/petitions/3
http://predlagam.vladi.si/
http://predlagam.vladi.si/
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Line 

No. 
Country 

Name 

(website) 
Description  

Communication Office is currently working on 

improving the number of suggestions that receive 

a positive response and get implemented, by 

moving the decision-making process from 

ministries and government offices to the level of 

government committees. The online tool 

predlagam.vladi.si is managed by the Government 

Communication 

Office of Slovenia. Public officials from various 

government ministries are 

ready to respond to citizens’ initiatives and 

evaluate their proposals. If they 

have any problems, questions or constructive 

suggestions for improving the 

functionality of online tools, citizens can e-mail and 

call the Government Communication 

Office. Online tools available for citizens include: 

- Facilitating publication of new proposals; 

- informing the competent authority that the 

predlagam.vladi.si will open a 

debate on a proposal and ask the relevant party to 

take an active part in 

it;  

- making sure that all comments are published 

according to the rules of 

predlagam.vladi.si; 

- hiding inappropriate comments and in their place 

publishing the reasons; 

- judging the adequacy of the response of the 

competent authority; and 

- publishing responses to the competent 

authorities. 

12. DE 

“Gut Leben in Deutschland” 

German eParticipation 

program 

In June 2015, the German eParticipation program 

called “Gut Leben in Deutschland” (Live Well in 

Germany) progressed to its second stage with the 

opening of dialogue between the Chancellor, 

Cabinet of Ministers and German citizens. This 

global public consultation, initiated by the German 

government, started in April 2015. It aims at 

creating a national dialogue on the quality of life in 

Germany. “The German government aims to 

identify yardsticks that can be used to pinpoint the 

many different facets of the quality of life”, 

according to a statement on the government 

website. Now members of the government are 

directly participating in the debate. 

 Citizens are being asked to answer two questions: 

“what is personally important for your life?” and 

“what is for you the quality of life in Germany?”. 

 Citizens’ ideas and opinions are collected through 

two channels: on one hand, events are organised 

“in real life” by institutions, including associations, 

foundations, trade unions and social welfare 

organisations. On the other hand, dialogue can also 

be engaged in through a dedicated website. 

13. DE 

eParticipation for the Land 

Use Plan Frankfurt/Rhine-

Main Germany 

Frankfurt's land use planning Building Code 

provides for participation in two steps: the "early 

involvement" and the "open position".  

The first participation step serves as an early step 

https://www.gut-leben-in-deutschland.de/DE/Home/home_node
https://www.gut-leben-in-deutschland.de/DE/Home/home_node
https://www.gut-leben-in-deutschland.de/DE/Home/home_node
http://www.region-frankfurt.de/Planung/Aktuelle-%C3%84nderungsverfahren/index.php?La=1&NavID=2033.2&object=tx%7c2005.700.1&kat=&kuo=2&sub=0
http://www.region-frankfurt.de/Planung/Aktuelle-%C3%84nderungsverfahren/index.php?La=1&NavID=2033.2&object=tx%7c2005.700.1&kat=&kuo=2&sub=0
http://www.region-frankfurt.de/Planung/Aktuelle-%C3%84nderungsverfahren/index.php?La=1&NavID=2033.2&object=tx%7c2005.700.1&kat=&kuo=2&sub=0
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Line 

No. 
Country 

Name 

(website) 
Description  

to learn about the basic content and alternative 

plans and represents the opportunity for 

participation and consultation of the offer. 

In the second step, the matured planning is open to 

public for a period of one month, so that citizens 

have an opportunity to look at the documents and 

make comments. 

14. FR 
Idées Paris - Participatory 

Budgeting 

« Madame la Maire, j’ai une idée » is a site that 

encourages broad citizen participation. All the 

inhabitants of Paris are invited to submit their 

ideas and projects for their city on various topics. 

The deposited ideas can be discussed, enriched, 

reworked in a collaborative logic driven by the 

collective imagination. The city of Paris has 

allocated 5% of their budget to implement the 

citizens' ideas (proposals). 

15. ES Oviedo Decide 

The objective of Oviedo Decide is the citizens to 

compose your municipal policy management 

program for the next 10 years. The administration 

wants to know the opinion of Oviedo residents on 

projects that are needed in the city, new facilities, 

infrastructure, services, and strategic orientations 

to generate employment and development activity  

to form a government program that fully responds 

to the needs expressed by citizens. 

16. ES Go-Innovació 
Go-Innovació: Platform offered by the city council 

to propose ideas to change the city of Barcelona. 

17. UK Talk London 

Talk London has been created by City Hall as a 

place to discuss London's big issues to help the city 

hall steer the big policy decisions of the future – 

from those affecting London’s young people, 

transport, safety and policing, to health, housing 

and the environment. 

18. ES Irekia 

Irekia-Open Government is an open window for 

citizen participation and an information channel to 

learn, comment and express an opinion on the 

initiatives of the Basque Government. Its objective 

is to provide direct information to help the public to 

form their own opinion and as a means for 

interested individuals to request information or also 

contribute their proposals. 

19. FI The Valma preparation forum 

Valma complements the practice of representative 

democracy in Tampere. The aim is to give people a 

better chance to participate more directly in 

decision-making. 

20. EU EUSurvey 

EUSurvey is an online survey-management system 

built for the creation and publishing of globally 

accessible forms, such as user satisfaction surveys 

and public consultations. 

Launched in 2013, EUSurvey is the European 

Commission's official survey management tool and 

is mainly used to create official surveys of public 

interest as well as forms for internal 

communication and staff management like 

evaluation forms, satisfaction surveys and 

registration forms. 

21. EU 
European citizens' initiative 

official register 

The European citizens’ initiative enables 1 million 

EU citizens from at least seven EU countries to call 

on the European Commission to propose legislation 

https://budgetparticipatif.paris.fr/
https://budgetparticipatif.paris.fr/
http://oviedodecide.es/
http://coinnovacio.bcn.cat/go/ideas.action?subject=0
http://talklondon.london.gov.uk/
http://www.irekia.euskadi.eus/
http://valma.tampere.fi/
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/initiatives/ongoing/
http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/initiatives/ongoing/
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Line 

No. 
Country 

Name 

(website) 
Description  

on matters where the EU has competence to 

legislate.  A citizens' initiative is an invitation to the 

Commission to propose legislation. 

22. EU 
Lighten the load - Have your 

say 

Suggestions on how to make EU laws more 

effective and efficient via the online contact form 

will be examined by the Commission and may be 

used to identify actions for simplification and 

burden reduction within the REFIT programme. 

23. EU 
EU Commission regulation 

proposals' review 

At the end of the preparation of a new legislative 

initiative, and after adoption of the draft by the 

College, feedback can be provided on the 

Commission proposals.  

All feedback received may be published on the 

European Commission webpage and will be 

summarized and presented to the European 

Parliament and Council, with the aim of feeding 

into the legislative debate. 

24. EU Digital 4EU: The Futurium 

Digital 4EU is a website for collecting and sharing 

the views and experiences of everyone interested 

in a digital single market, but also for 

conversations and dialogue.  

25. UK UK government e-petitions 

A website which allows citizens to petition the 

government and parliament. Petitions with over 

10000 signatures will get a response from the 

government. Petitions with over 100000 signatures 

are considered for parliamentary debate.  

26. UK Fixmystreet.com 

The FixMyStreet Platform is open-source software 

that helps people run websites for reporting 

common street problems, like potholes and broken 

street lights. 

 

FixMyStreet sends people’s reports directly to the 

right authority to get them fixed, even if the 

person reporting it doesn’t know where it should be 

sent. 

It also publishes them online, creating a visual 

archive of what has been repaired, and what is still 

a problem, within any part of the community. 

27. GR 
OpenGov.gr - The Greek 

Open Government Initiative 

Opengov.gr has been designed to serve the 

principles of transparency, deliberation, 

collaboration and accountability and includes three 

initiatives: 

Οpen calls for the recruitment of public 

administration officials. Top level and mid-level 

openings in the public sector are available on the 

Internet. Applications are submitted on-line using a 

platform available on the opengov.gr website. 

Electronic deliberation. Almost every piece of draft 

legislation or even policy initiative by the 

government, are posted in a blog like platform 

prior to their submission to parliament. Citizens 

and organisations can post their comments, 

suggestions and criticisms article-by-article. 

Labs OpenGov. An open innovation initiative that 

brings together ideas and proposals from citizens, 

the public and the private sectors. 

Labs.OpenGov.gr attempts to release the power of 

decentralised knowledge and explore new ways to 

tackle modern public administration problems. 

http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/democratic-change/better-regulation/feedback/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/democratic-change/better-regulation/feedback/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/?fuseaction=list&documentType=FEEDBACK&language=en
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/?fuseaction=list&documentType=FEEDBACK&language=en
http://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/
http://epetitions.direct.gov.uk/
https://www.fixmystreet.com/
http://www.opengov.gr/en/
http://www.opengov.gr/en/
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28. UK NHS Citizen 

A national programme to give the public a voice on 

healthcare matters and influence NHS decision 

making. 

29. UK 
Scotland Government Digital 

services 

The Digital Communications Team of the Scottish 

Government's aim is to help their policy colleagues 

engage with the public using digital tools and 

techniques. 

The work they do include: 

- developing digital skills through workshops and 

seminars; 

- creating guidance with a focus on best practice 

trialling different ways of using digital tools; and  

- techniques to engage making consultations 

better. 

30. UK 
North Street and Phoenix 

Estate Consultation, Lewes 

Lewes residents and businesses have helped to 

shape the scheme’s final design during a three-

year programme of community consultation events 

which started in 2012. Hundreds of comments 

were collected at three consultation exhibitions run 

by an independent organisation, The Democratic 

Society. Discussion continued through dozens of 

local design workshops and a Lewes Town X-Ray 

event focused on design aspects of the plans, 

promoted through three leaflet drops to all 

households in Lewes and adverts in the local 

media. The requirements of specialist groups, such 

as the views of schoolchildren and residents living 

adjacent to the site, were explored further at their 

own dedicated events. 

The proposals have evolved and changed as that 

consultation evolved. 

Extensive technical surveys and consultations have 

also taken place with the various statutory 

authorities and the design for the planning 

application reflects those discussions and 

requirements. 

31. UK 
Democratic Public Services in 

Lambeth 

Anyone who lives, works or studies in Lambeth can 

submit or sign a Petition. 

Petitions are part of Lambeth Council's ongoing 

commitment to listening to and acting on the views 

of the public. 

32. SE DCENT project 

The platform allows citizens to sign up to be 

notified when municipal policy decisions are made 

about issues that are of interest or concern them. 

It also helps them to take action. 

33. ES Participa Barcelona en comu 

Barcelona en comu owns the citizen platform with a 

collective project to transform Barcelona. A broad 

and diverse community that is working to make 

Barcelona the benchmark of democracy, 

participation, transparency, social rights, defence 

of the common good and the fight against 

inequality and corruption. 

34. GR e-Dialogos 

eDialogos• is an innovative and fully fledged e-

Democracy online platform for the citizens of the 

City of Trikala in Greece to participate in the 

decision-making processes of the city. 

The platform comprises of three tools: 

- a top-down e-Survey system, where the City 

Council can ask citizens to respond to specific 

http://www.nhscitizen.org.uk/
https://ideas.scotland.gov.uk/
https://ideas.scotland.gov.uk/
http://northstreetqtr.co.uk/
http://northstreetqtr.co.uk/
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/elections-and-council/meetings-minutes-and-agendas/getting-involved-in-decision-making-guide
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/elections-and-council/meetings-minutes-and-agendas/getting-involved-in-decision-making-guide
http://dcentproject.eu/about-us/
https://participa.barcelonaencomu.cat/ca
http://www.e-trikala.gr/e-dialogos
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issues of interest to the municipality; 

- a bottom-up e-Petition system where citizens act 

on their own inititative; 

- an e-forum for direct moderated dialogue 

and most importantly, a fully fledged e-deliberation 

process, where the innovation of the project lies. 

35. EU 

OurSpace (The Virtual Youth 

Space) - Have your say in the 

EU 

JoinOurSpace was a Deliberation platform 

geared towards the engagement of young people in 

the decision making process at both local and 

European levels.  

JoinOurSpace was an Online Social Network 

powered by European Youth and Youth 

Organisations to: 

Debate, Discuss and Engage on EU topics, National 

Affairs and Policies. 

Influence EU and National policy-makers on issues 

that concern European Youth. 

Connect and network with peers online, on 

Facebook and on-the-go. 

Benefit youth NGOs with a multi-channel and 

multi-lingual community & tool. 

36. EU PuzzledByPolicy 

Puzzled by Policy's objective was to reduce the 

complexity of decision making within the EU and to 

reconnect citizens with politics and policymaking by 

combining engaging eParticipation tools with new 

widget technologies to bring policymaking on the 

topic of immigration and migration ‘to the people’ 

in a manner that is described as fun and engaging. 

37. SI 

Portal for the involvement of 

civil society in the Slovenian 

presidency of the EU Slovenia 

The civil society eParticipation portal was 

established in order to strengthen involvement of 

the Slovene and European non-governmental 

organizations into decision-making processes 

before and during the Slovenian EU Council 

presidency in the first half of 2008. 

38. DE 
Online Consultation "Citizen's 

Portal Draft Bill" Germany 

The platform sought for direct citizen participation 

and to gather the views of the public on the project 

and the related draft regulation. 

39. DE 

Online Consultation 

"eGovernment 2015: Ideas 

for a national eGovernment 

strategy" 

Citizens could use electronic media to participate 

actively in the policy process and in organizing the 

provision of public services. 

40. SI 
The on-line Citizen's Forum 

European Debates 

Citizen's forum European 

debates http://www.evropske-razprave.si/ was 

providing a national on-line deliberation space for 

facilitated public debates and consultations on 

relevant European issues in Slovenia.  

41. DE 
Participatory Budgeting 

Freiburg 

In 2008 and 2009, the city of Freiburg conducted a 

citizens’ dialogue about the distribution of the 

municipal budget. This citywide process looked to 

determine which items of the municipal budget were 

the most important to citizens’ and would be 

prioritized for possible budget cuts and raises. It 

also examined how a shift in budgetary item 

resources would impact individual groups of society 

(gender budgeting). 

42. DE 
Participatory Budgeting 

Hamburg 

The City of Hamburg (Germany) wanted to give all 

citizens the opportunity to have their say on the 

medium-term city budget till 2016. The City used 

an online budget calculator and online forum to 

http://www.joinourspace.eu/
http://www.joinourspace.eu/
http://www.joinourspace.eu/
http://join.puzzledbypolicy.eu/en-gb/uDebate.aspx
http://www.inepa.si/images/stories/datoteke/Predsedovanje-si_NGO_e-participation_Slovenia_EU_presidency.pdf
http://www.inepa.si/images/stories/datoteke/Predsedovanje-si_NGO_e-participation_Slovenia_EU_presidency.pdf
http://www.inepa.si/images/stories/datoteke/Predsedovanje-si_NGO_e-participation_Slovenia_EU_presidency.pdf
https://books.google.be/books?id=ET7WAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA77&lpg=PA77&dq=Citizen%27s+Portal+Draft+Bill+germany&source=bl&ots=htdGPw10FE&sig=f06CrTZM5Evh8R8JIdCvA1m9n4g&hl=es&sa=X&ved=0CDMQ6AEwA2oVChMIsP-DrpfOyAIVTNYaCh0a6AQN#v=onepage&q=Citizen's%20Portal%20Draft%20Bill%20germany&f=false
https://books.google.be/books?id=ET7WAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA77&lpg=PA77&dq=Citizen%27s+Portal+Draft+Bill+germany&source=bl&ots=htdGPw10FE&sig=f06CrTZM5Evh8R8JIdCvA1m9n4g&hl=es&sa=X&ved=0CDMQ6AEwA2oVChMIsP-DrpfOyAIVTNYaCh0a6AQN#v=onepage&q=Citizen's%20Portal%20Draft%20Bill%20germany&f=false
http://www.ministerialkongress.de/ecomaXL/files/4a_Nationale_E-Government-Strategie_Schwaerzer.pdf
http://www.ministerialkongress.de/ecomaXL/files/4a_Nationale_E-Government-Strategie_Schwaerzer.pdf
http://www.ministerialkongress.de/ecomaXL/files/4a_Nationale_E-Government-Strategie_Schwaerzer.pdf
http://www.ministerialkongress.de/ecomaXL/files/4a_Nationale_E-Government-Strategie_Schwaerzer.pdf
http://www.evropske-razprave.si/
http://www.evropske-razprave.si/
http://www.beteiligungshaushalt.freiburg.de/
http://www.beteiligungshaushalt.freiburg.de/
http://www.hamburg-haushalt.de/
http://www.hamburg-haushalt.de/
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make the complex financial calculation 

understandable to the average citizen and initiate a 

public discussion. 

43. DE 
Participatory Budgeting 

Leipzig 

The administration asked the citizens to come up 

with budget related proposals and provided an 

online budget planner to display the actual amount 

of spending in the different domains. The 

administration also provided the opportunity to 

formally object to the budget plan online. 

44. DE Re-design of the Domplatz 

In June 2007, more than 280 citizens of the city of 

Hamburg staged an informal, three-week 

participation project using Internet-based map 

material and social design tools (including wikis) in 

order to develop their own ideas for using the 

Domplatz square and contributed these to the 

planning process – with the involvement of the 

Senator for Urban Development and the Senator 

for Culture. 

45. UK 
21st Century Voting in 

Sheffield (pilot) UK 

In response to a prospectus issued to local 

authorities in England inviting applications for 

electoral pilot schemes at the May 2007 elections, 

Sheffield City Council piloted the following 

innovations:  

• advance voting in a city centre location for a 

period of four days prior to the elections  

• internet voting for a period of four days prior to 

the elections  

• telephone voting for a period of four days prior to 

the elections 

46. UK 
Swindon Electoral 

Modernisation Programme UK 

In May 2007 Swindon launched an extensive civic 

engagement project in UK history. The project used 

ICT to enhance participation and transparency 

through a multi-channel, multi-language, "vote 

anywhere" election that combined paper ballots 

with interactive ICT features including online citizen 

feedback citizens, SMS and e-mail reminders and 

Internet and telephone voting.  

47. UK 
Barnet, Northamptonshire and 

Maidstone Budget Allocation 

Local authorities from Barnet, Northamptonshire 

and Maidstone used an online budget simulator to 

consult citizens on their preferences with regards 

to the allocation of the budget. 

48. UK 

Open space participatory 

budgeting: Help a London 

Park – You Vote – We 

Makeover 

In 2008, the City of London asked the community 

to vote on how they’d like to spend £6 million to 

improve 10 London parks, or how to allocate £ 

400,000 each.  Under the scheme, the ten chosen 

parks would receive the money to make them 

cleaner, safer, greener and nicer places to visit. 

49. DE 
Living Bridge across the river 

Elbe 

The participants discussed the pros and cons of the 

Living Bridge project in great depth. The results 

were complied and edited by the participants in 22 

Wiki documents each dealing with a specific aspect 

of the discussion – as for example the design of the 

bridge or its impact on inner city traffic. At the end 

of the discussion the results included several 

alternative designs for the bridge alongside the 

presentation of the arguments in the Wikis. The 

results let to a reconsideration of the project 

among city officials and showed that participation 

http://www.haushaltsplanrechner-leipzig.de/
http://www.haushaltsplanrechner-leipzig.de/
http://www.ifib.de/publikationsdateien/study_e-participation_engl.pdf
http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/electoral_commission_pdf_file/0009/13212/Sheffieldstatutoryevaluationreport_27185-20105__E__N__S__W__.pdf
http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/electoral_commission_pdf_file/0009/13212/Sheffieldstatutoryevaluationreport_27185-20105__E__N__S__W__.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/epractice/case/swindon-electoral-modernisation-programme
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/community/epractice/case/swindon-electoral-modernisation-programme
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/91/da/cc/ePractice%20Journal-Vol.7-March%202009.pdf
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/91/da/cc/ePractice%20Journal-Vol.7-March%202009.pdf
http://www.london.gov.uk/help-london-park
http://www.london.gov.uk/help-london-park
http://www.london.gov.uk/help-london-park
http://www.london.gov.uk/help-london-park
http://www.llga.org/SolutionHistory?sid=295
http://www.llga.org/SolutionHistory?sid=295
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of all stakeholders helps to improve planning 

processes and reduce potential conflict. 

50. DE 
Metropole Hamburg - Growing 

City Germany 

From November 4th until December 2nd, the 

citizens of Hamburg had the opportunity to discuss 

and develop ideas how to let Hamburg grow - a 

major political vision for the future of the Hanseatic 

city. The DEMOS online System was used for this 

first large-scale experiment in online democracy in 

Europe. 

51. IT Pilot User Trial Bologna 

From Jan. 10th to Feb. 20th 2002, on the 

Municipality of Bologna citizens discussed 

traffic/mobility (private-public transports) situation 

in Bologna and proposed improvements and 

solutions. 

The prototype was fully implemented and hosted 

by Nexus-IBA (www.nexus.org) which also 

provided the moderation team, avoiding the 

opinion scattering, and allowing the discussion to 

focus on the actual relevant topics for the benefit 

of the whole community. 

Iperbole Civic Network users were invited by email: 

up to 362 citizens subscribed to DEMOS and posted 

713 messages.  

52. DE 
Schleswig-Holstein planning & 

participation in land use 

The northermost German federal state supports its 

local authorities in the introduction of a common 

solution for involving the public in urban and 

spatial planning. 

53. EU 

eCommittee Pilot Project – 

online participation of citizens 

in EP committee activities 

eCommittee promotes online participation of 

citizens in EP committee activities. 

54. EU EP Empower 

eMPOWER was an eParticipation Trial Project co-

funded by the European Commission under the EU 

eParticipation Preparatory Action. eMPOWER was 

aiming to motivate and strengthen the involvement 

of NGOs and citizens in the decision-making 

process on environmental issues at a National and 

European level by providing method and tools for 

supporting citizens’ participation and collection of 

signatures to promote relevant public initiatives 

and demands of civil society. 

 

The project will use state-of-the-art eParticipation 

ICT tools to support ePetitioning so as to enable 

transparent, interactive and democratic 

communication processes, the results of which will 

be joint proposals, initiatives and viewpoints of 

NGOs and citizens regarding environmental issues 

such as global climate change, national parks and 

forests, oceans and biodiversity, green taxation, oil 

drilling, air pollution, water pollution and 

management, and more. 

 

The project started on the 1st of January 2009 and 

will run for 2 years. 

55. EU 
U @ MareNostrum – water 

protection and management 

U@MN aimed to engage citizens in Water policy-

making and implementation while facilitating the 

understanding and the follow-up of legislative 

processes through the use of new Information and 

Communication Technologies.  

http://www.demos-project.org/index_demos_in_hamburg.html
http://www.demos-project.org/index_demos_in_hamburg.html
http://www.demos-project.org/prototyp_pilot_bologna.html
https://www.demos-deutschland.de/
https://www.demos-deutschland.de/
http://www.ourclimate.eu/
http://www.ourclimate.eu/
http://www.ourclimate.eu/
http://www.ep-empower.eu/epetitions/en/Home.aspx
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/es/newsroom/events/2011/02/e-participation-for-regions-and-citiesu@marenostrum-the-water-management-in-the-mediterranean-basin
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/es/newsroom/events/2011/02/e-participation-for-regions-and-citiesu@marenostrum-the-water-management-in-the-mediterranean-basin
mailto:U@MN%20aimed%20to%20engage%20citizens%20in%20Water%20policy-making%20and%20implementation%20while%20facilitating%20the%20understanding%20and%20the%20follow-up%20of%20legislative%20processes%20through%20the%20use%20of%20new%20Information%20and%20Communication%20Technologies.
mailto:U@MN%20aimed%20to%20engage%20citizens%20in%20Water%20policy-making%20and%20implementation%20while%20facilitating%20the%20understanding%20and%20the%20follow-up%20of%20legislative%20processes%20through%20the%20use%20of%20new%20Information%20and%20Communication%20Technologies.
mailto:U@MN%20aimed%20to%20engage%20citizens%20in%20Water%20policy-making%20and%20implementation%20while%20facilitating%20the%20understanding%20and%20the%20follow-up%20of%20legislative%20processes%20through%20the%20use%20of%20new%20Information%20and%20Communication%20Technologies.
mailto:U@MN%20aimed%20to%20engage%20citizens%20in%20Water%20policy-making%20and%20implementation%20while%20facilitating%20the%20understanding%20and%20the%20follow-up%20of%20legislative%20processes%20through%20the%20use%20of%20new%20Information%20and%20Communication%20Technologies.
mailto:U@MN%20aimed%20to%20engage%20citizens%20in%20Water%20policy-making%20and%20implementation%20while%20facilitating%20the%20understanding%20and%20the%20follow-up%20of%20legislative%20processes%20through%20the%20use%20of%20new%20Information%20and%20Communication%20Technologies.
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56. EU Debate Europe 
A number of forums on the challenges facing 

Europe. 

57. DE, ES 

VOICE – giving European 

people a voice in EU‐

Legislation 

Using communication tools like blogs and online 

forums, the platform facilitated a constructive 

dialogue between citizens and their elected 

representatives at EU level. There was a regional 

subdivision: one platform was implemented in 

Baden-Württemberg (Germany) and one in 

Valencia (Spain). 

58. ES Participa en Andalucía 

The platform was built with a fundamental 

objective: promoting citizen participation in all 

aspects of public life, both in the civil and political. 

To this end, they used following technological tools 

such as: 

Building a virtual agora for each of the 

municipalities participating in the project. Through 

this meeting point on the Internet, citizens can 

access and participate in municipal politics by 

raising proposals and debate. 

Creating tools for the promotion of political 

dialogue between the city, the political groups and 

the public, through the new information and 

communications technology. 

The use of instruments related to the promotion of 

innovation, such as sending SMS or making blogs. 

Easy access to when managing any type of 

information, mainly those that handle the citizens. 

The creation of a tool for disseminating information 

about political activity in the city, in order to 

strengthen the communication channel between 

government and citizens. 

The ultimate goal is to achieve, through the 

collaboration and involvement of municipal 

officials, the highest level of participation in each of 

the municipalities. The platform is ultimately the 

way to get to build a natural space where citizens 

and institutions to interact and act on e-

Democracy. 

59. CZ Vas Nazor 

The Czech platform called Vas Nazor (Your 

Opinion) was prepared for piloting in several 

municipalities of the Vysocina Region. Following 

municipalities became actively involved in the pilot: 

Humpolec, Namest nad Oslavou, Nove Mesto na 

Morave, Okrisky, Telc, Trebic, and Velke Mezirici. 

The main objective was to involve citizens in local 

decision-making and promote interaction between 

citizens and administrations. The way selected was 

to adopt Valma process model of Tampere 

(Finland) and modify them to the local context, 

based on the regional needs. 

60. GR Cl@rity Program 

Cl@rity platform was an initiative of the Greek 

Ministry of the Interior, Decentralization and e-

Government, aiming at the enhancement of 

transparency of all public administrations of 

National, regional or local level in Greece. All public 

entities, were obliged to upload all the decisions in 

Cl@rity portal, and each decision or document is 

digitally signed and assigned a unique transaction 

number automatically. The whole attempt intends 

http://ec.europa.eu/archives/debateeurope/index_en.htm
http://www.give-your-voice.eu/
http://www.give-your-voice.eu/
http://www.give-your-voice.eu/
http://www.participaenandalucia.net/
http://www.vas-nazor.cz/
http://www.diavgeia.gov.gr/
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to contribute progressively to a cultural change of 

the Public Administration and create a more 

transparent relationship between the citizens and 

the State. 

61. EE 

Tartu Participatory city 

website "eCitizen II" 

development 

The goal of the project was to create a new website 

for the city with maximum involvement of the city 

residents. 

62. CZ 

Regional web based 

discussion forum regulation 

effects 

Open discussion forum of Vysocina Regional 

authority was established on regional web portal 

and it was quite popular communication channel 

from public side to regional politicians and officials. 

Usual month attendance was more than 500 

sessions and 10 new contributions to many 

regional issues. After 3 years after its start, the 

communication department made written internal 

rules of response system and more than 5 years 

was public forum regularly maintained by regional 

authority (average response was in within 3 days 

to new topic or question). 

63. EU ImmigrationPolicy 2.0 

The project developed an environment empowering 

legal residents with a migration background (legal 

immigrants and children of migrants) participation 

in the policy-making process. The project piloted 

several services targeting both legal residents with 

a migration background and decision makers. The 

services support the above user groups in drafting 

immigration policy text, develop and test policy 

models, evaluate scenarios (“what-if” process), as 

well as harmonizing policy text.  Overall the project 

involved around 500 users in four different 

countries (namely Estonia, Germany, Greece, 

Italy). 

64. EE People's Assembly Rahvakogu 

The People's Assembly Rahvakogu 

(www.rahvakogu.ee) was an online platform for 

crowd-sourcing ideas and proposals to amend 

Estonia’s electoral laws, political party law, and 

other issues related to the future of democracy in 

Estonia. The Assembly focused specifically on five 

questions: the electoral system, political parties, 

competition between the political parties and their 

internal democracy, financing of the political 

parties, strengthening the role of civic society in 

politics between the elections, and stopping the 

politicization of public offices. 

65. FI 
Open Ministry - 

Crowdsourcing Legislation 

The Open Ministry (Avoin ministeriö) is about 

crowdsourcing legislation, deliberative and 

participatory democracy and citizens initiatives. It 

is a non-profit organization based in Helsinki, 

Finland. 

66. EU NOMAD Project 

The NOMAD project was an FP7 Programme EU-

funded project on policy formulation and validation 

through non-moderated crowd-sourcing. Nomad’s 

vision was to provide decision-makers with fully 

automated solutions for content search, 

acquisition, categorisation and visualisation that 

work in a collaborative form in the policy-making 

arena. 

67. EU Open EU 
Open EU was a project funded by the European 

Commission, on open policymaking practices 

http://www.tartu.ee/
http://www.tartu.ee/
http://www.tartu.ee/
https://www.kr-vysocina.cz/diskuze/
https://www.kr-vysocina.cz/diskuze/
https://www.kr-vysocina.cz/diskuze/
http://www.immigrationpolicy2.eu/
https://www.rahvakogu.ee/
https://www.avoinministerio.fi/
https://www.avoinministerio.fi/
http://www.nomad-project.eu/
http://www.demsoc.org/past_projects/openeu/
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research. Democratic Society created a shared 

action plan on opening EU institutions – a 

collaborative statement of the areas in which 

experiments could take place, the best standards 

of openness from around the world, and a clear 

statement of the expectations of citizens. 

68. UK 
Patcham Community 

Association 

The Democratic Society was commissioned by 

Patcham Community Association to carry out an 

independent survey about Patcham to understand 

of the needs and wants of the community and get 

a sense of the community of Patcham. The findings 

are to inform plans for a proposed Patcham Centre 

on the site of Patcham Court Farm.  

69. UK 
Lewes District Council Zero 

Heroes 

Zero heroes' project is to create a zero waste 

culture. 

70. EU Future Europe 

On 10 February 2014, European Commission Vice-

President Viviane Reding met with 400 people from 

all walks of life at an event in central London, one 

of a year-long series of "Citizens' Dialogues" across 

Europe that fed into new policy ideas from the 

European Commission in 2014. In advance of that 

meeting, all users were invited to submit ideas 

online for discussion on the day. Authors of the 

most highly rated and most commented ideas were 

invited to present them at the event itself. 

This discussion was moderated by Democratic 

Society. It is one of three themes that was open 

for debate before the February 2014 event. These 

themes were: 

What should the EU be doing to tackle the crisis? 

What should your rights be as a citizen of the 

European Union? What should the European Union 

of the future look like? 

It was possible for all users to leave your ideas 

online or react to those of other people. 

71. UK 
Brighton & Hove Budget 

Events 

An online budget simulator available on the 

council’s website, intranet and accessible with 

support 

through the library network and which a 

representative sample of 3,000 citizens were 

written to and 

invited to complete. 

72. DE Enquete beteiligung 

Adhocracy.de is the free participation platform 

enabling democratic, transparent, open and 

purposeful discussions which the national German 

government used for their research on "Internet 

and Digital Society". 

73. DE 
Friesland usage of Pirates 

open source 

The Friesland district used LiquidFeedback, a web-

based open source decision-making tool developed 

for the Pirate Party to involve online its almost one 

hundred thousand citizens in its political discussion 

and decision process. 

74. EU EU Cross-over Project 

The cross-over project aimed to consolidate and 

expand the existing communities of policy-makers: 

- Bringing together and reinforcing the links 

between the different global communities of 

researchers and experts, by creating directories of 

experts and solutions and animating knowledge 

exchange across communities; 

http://www.demsoc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Patcham-Community-Association-Survey-Report.pdf
http://www.demsoc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Patcham-Community-Association-Survey-Report.pdf
http://web.archive.org/web/20150804083152/http:/zeroheroes.me/
http://web.archive.org/web/20150804083152/http:/zeroheroes.me/
https://web.archive.org/web/20140109055312/http:/talkeurope.dialogue-app.com/
http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=489d2f93-fed6-47a6-a536-2520c386c9c5&groupId=10180
http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=489d2f93-fed6-47a6-a536-2520c386c9c5&groupId=10180
https://enquetebeteiligung.de/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/news/germanys-friesland-mulls-using-pirates-open-source-decision-making-tool
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/news/germanys-friesland-mulls-using-pirates-open-source-decision-making-tool
http://www.crossover-project.eu/
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- Reaching out and raising the awareness of non-

experts and potential users, by producing 

multimedia content, detailed use cases, roadmap  

and organising events and workshops; and 

- Establishing the scientific and political basis for 

long-lasting interest and commitment to next 

generation policy-making,  

by developing an international roadmap and 

detailed use cases on specific applications of ICT 

solutions for policy modeling. 

75. UK 2050 Pathways Analysis 

The UK was committed to reducing its greenhouse 

gas emissions by at least 80% by 2050, relative to 

1990 levels.  The 2050 Calculator is an award-

winning, user-friendly model that lets you create 

your own UK emissions reduction pathway, and see 

the impact using real scientific data. 

76. BG Strategy.bg 

The Bulgarian Portal for Public Consultation aims to 

encourage cooperation between citizens, 

businesses and non-governmental organisations 

and experts in government institutions in 

formulating policy and drafting laws. It provides 

access to information on planned changes in 

Bulgarian policies and legislation. Currently, most 

of the bills at national level go through this phase 

of consultation. 

All visitors can access all the information, 

documents and news on the portal. Registered 

users can also participate in public consultations, 

submit comments and make suggestions. Civil 

servants are encouraged to participate in these 

discussions. The portal has three main sections: 

'Public Consultations', Strategic Documents', and 

'Today Society Decides'. Every important 

government initiative (both legislation and 

strategy) is published for public consultation. 

77. ES Decidim Barcelona 

The participation process for the Municipal Plan is a 

hybrid method between collaborative events and 

digital spaces. This uniqueness has prompted the 

birth of the decidim.barcelona platform. 

The platform decidim.barcelona open space for 

participation allows a transparent and traceable 

process in which there is a return of the introduced 

proposals. This citizen participation and open 

government platform is based on Madrid’s 

decide.madrid.es platform, which is available as 

open source software. 

The objective of this process is to generate a public 

debate on major issues of our city from areas of 

collaborative deliberation and collective 

construction. 

78. ES Consulta Oviedo 

The city of Oviedo, capital of Spain’s Principality of 

Asturias, in December unveiled Oviedoparticipa.es. 

This citizen participation and open government 

platform is based on Madrid’s decide.madrid.es 

platform, which is available as open source 

software. The platform allows citizens to monitor 

and evaluate public policies, and can help 

modernise government. Oviedoparticipa.es is to 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/2050-pathways-analysis
http://www.strategy.bg/
https://decidim.barcelona/
http://www.consultaoviedo.es/
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become the agora of citizenship and open 

government. 

Oviedo’s citizen participation platform aims to give 

citizens the chance to get involved in the city’s 

decision making. 

79. EU 
European Commission DG 

CONNECT Doris Tool 

Doris is a semantic analysis tool built to analyse 

the answers to online public consultations ran by 

the European Commission via EUsurvey tool.  

The input of Doris tool is the output of EUsurvey 

online questionnaires: an Excel file containing one 

line per respondent and as many columns as 

questions (open and closed questions).  

The Doris Dashboard allows to visualise the data in 

a user-friendly way, to filter them and to navigate 

through the questionnaire.  

For the closed questions, it provides pie and bar 

charts and some filtering functions. For the open 

questions, it provides text analytics services: 

keyword extraction, named entities recognition, top 

relevant sentence extraction, sentiment analysis.  

Additionally, the tool includes a clustering 

algorithm to group the answers that are 

semantically close. 

80. EU 
EU Publications Office 

eParticipation Pilot 

The EU Publications Office is currently running a 

Pilot project on LOD (Linked Open Data) and 

eParticipation, a portal in which the users will have 

the opportunity to comment and propose 

amendments to pre-legislative fragments. 

The objective is to create a platform in which the 

user will be able to discuss pieces of legislation, in 

particular those to be adopted by the European 

Commission. The platform would represent a social 

network at institutional level. 

81. EU My University 

MyUniversity project equipped 14 Universities from 

Bulgaria, Lithuania, Slovakia, Spain and Sweden 

with a cutting edge eParticipation platform, through 

which students, teachers and academic 

staff shared their opinions on topics related to 

Higher Education. During the 26 months of the 

platform trials, a total number of 280 eParticipation 

Initiatives were launched, covering topics 

ranging from Higher Education local matters, to 

University life, the Bologna Process and 

National Higher Education.  

82. EU PwC UK Engage platform 

Engage is a cloud-based SaaS (Software as a 

Service) platform, designed to help local 

governments develop more effective ways of 

working, by creating agile councils that focus on 

better outcomes for their citizens. engage enables 

local government to deliver on recognised priority 

outcomes such as greater citizen independence, 

livability and economic growth, by combining sector-

leading expertise with technological innovation. 

83. LV Latvian Football application 

The Latvian app “Football” has been used as part of 

an effort to streamline public administration, 

"passing" quick feedback from the public and 

between departments - hence the "Football" name. 

 

The app also functions as a database of public 
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administration institutions (address, contact 

information, working hours, location on a map etc.)  

making it a unique digital society participation tool 

for a EU government. 

 

 

Long list of cases categorisation 

Based on the categorisation of participation areas as defined by DEMO-net (2006)9, 

a Network of Excellence research project funded by the European Commission’s sixth 

framework programme, there are 11 categories of eParticipation, described in Table 

7 below.  

 

Table 7 – Categories of participation areas 

Category Definition 

Information 

Provision 

ICT to structure, represent and manage information in participation 

contexts.  

Community 

Building 

/Collaborative 

Environments  

ICT to support individuals coming together to form communities, to 

progress shared agendas and to shape and empower such 

communities.  

Consultation  ICT in official initiatives by public or private agencies to allow 

stakeholders to contribute their opinion, either privately or publicly, 

on specific issues.  

Campaigning  ICT in protest, lobbying, petitioning and other forms of collective 

action (except of election campaigns covered under electioneering 

area).  

Electioneering ICT to support politicians, political parties and lobbyists in the context 

of election campaigns.  

Deliberation  ICT to support virtual, small and large-group discussions, allowing 

reflection and consideration of issues. It also includes discussion and 

consideration of issues in an unstructured and non-moderated 

manner.  

Discourse  ICT to support analysis and representation of discourse. Discourse 

differentiates from deliberation in that it covers conversation and 

dialogue between citizens and elected representatives. 

Mediation  ICT to resolve disputes or conflicts in an online context.  

Spatial 

planning  

ICT in urban planning and environmental assessment.  

Polling  ICT to measure public opinion and sentiment.  

Voting  ICT in the context of public voting in elections, referenda or local 

plebiscites. 

 

                                                 
9 http://participedia.net/de/organizations/demo-net  

http://participedia.net/de/organizations/demo-net
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The desk research scope was eParticipation initiatives including a participation 

tool for policy-making (i.e. excluding electoral voting). The eParticipation 

category “Voting” is therefore out of scope in the context of this study. 

 

Taking the categorisation of participation areas as defined by DEMO-net (2006)10, 

as a reference, the long-listed use cases fall into the following categories: 

 

- 2 use cases fall into the ‘information provision’ category;  

- 2 use cases fall into the ‘community building/collaborative environments’ 

category; 

- 61 use cases fall into the ‘consultation’ category; 

- 6 use cases fall into the ‘campaigning’ category; 

- 0 use cases fall into the ‘electioneering’ category, which was expected as 

elections are out of the scope of this study; 

- 29 use cases fall into the ‘deliberation’ category; 

- 0 use cases fall into the ‘discourse’ category; 

- 1 use cases fall into the ‘mediation’ category; 

- 4 use cases fall into the ‘spatial planning’ category; 

- 11 use cases fall into the ‘polling’ category; and 

- 2 use cases fall into the ‘voting’ category; elections are out of the scope 

of this study but those cases had feedback tools with regards to the 

projects themselves (i.e. not the vote information). 

 

 

 

                                                 
10 http://participedia.net/de/organizations/demo-net  

http://participedia.net/de/organizations/demo-net
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Figure 2: Use cases distribution between eParticipation categories 

 

An element that was observed during the use cases categorisation is that 

eParticipation initiatives are often (in this desk research, in 35 out of 83 use cases) 

active in several participation categories as defined by DEMO-net (2006)11.  

 

Mapping shortlisted cases to the Better regulation policy cycle 

The European Commission adopted in May 2015 its Better Regulation Agenda. This 

package of reforms, covering the entire policy cycle, has the objectives of: 

 increasing openness and transparency in the EU decision-making process;  

 improving the quality of new laws through better impact assessments of draft 

legislation and amendments; and 

 promoting constant and consistent review of existing EU laws, so that EU policies 

achieve their objectives in the most effective and efficient way. 

 

In this context, the shortlisted cases, were mapped into the Better regulation policy 

cycle one-by-one. Additionally, the cases from the long list, see Annex I, were 

mapped as a total corresponding to the steps in which their activities take 

(operational initiatives) or took (terminated pilots) place. 

                                                 
11 http://participedia.net/de/organizations/demo-net  

http://participedia.net/de/organizations/demo-net
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Figure 3. Short-listed use cases mapping into the Better Regulation Policy 

Cycle 
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Figure 4. Long-listed use cases mapping into the Better Regulation Policy 

Cycle 
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ANNEX II: SOFTWARE IN USE BY THE SHORTLISTED USE CASES 

This annex contains a table with the software used by the shortlisted use cases. 

The table comprises desk research completed with information gathered during the 

interview with representatives from each use case. 
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Table 8 – Software in use 

Use case Front-end Data 
collection 

Data analysis Data 
visualisation 

Other Open solutions 

Opengov.gr WordPress WordPress 
(incl. 
sentiment 
indication) 

Manual Manual  WordPress, Attribution 3.0 Unported (CC BY 3.0) 

Doris stakeholders 
consultations 
analysis tool 

EUsurvey Eusurvey Microsoft Excel for 
closed questions, 
Python libraries 
(mainly Stanford) for 
open questions. 

JavaScript  Python libraries, mainly Stanford 

Predlagam.vladi.si TID+ TID+ Manual Manual Piwik for 
Web 
analytics 

TID+, Piwik 

Publications Office 
eParticipation Pilot 

AngularJS, PHP 
(Laravel framework), 
XML (Akoma Ntoso 
and Formex 5), RDF 

CK editor TBD TBD Bootstrap 
framework 
for CSS  

AngularJS, PHP (Laravel framework), XML (Akoma 
Ntoso and Formex 5), RDF, Ckeditor, Bootstrap 
framework. 

YourVoice   N/A N/A N/A   

Osale.ee TID+ TID+ Manual Manual Piwik for 
Web 
analytics 

TID+, Piwik 

Strategy.bg Microsoft .NET Microsoft 
.NET 

Manual Manual   
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Idees.paris.fr and 
budgetparticipatif.
paris.fr 

Drupal 7, Java, 
Tomcat, Maven, 
Nexus, 
Eclipse/NetBeans, 
Jenkins, Sonar. 

Lutece 
framework, 
open 
agenda, 
capgeo, 
eudonet, 
open AM, / 

Manual. Eudonet, 
Business 
Objects, 
Microsoft 
Excel 

Piwik for 
Web 
analytics, 
Capistrano, 
TravisCI, 
Github, 
Scrutinizer
CI, 
NewRelic. 

Drupal 7, Java, Tomcat, Maven, Nexus, 
Eclipse/NetBeans, Jenkins, Sonar,Lutece framework, 
open agenda, capgeo, eudonet, open AM, Eudonet, 
Business Objects, Microsoft Excel, Piwik for Web 
analytics, Capistrano, TravisCI, Github, ScrutinizerCI, 
NewRelic. 

European 
Parliament 
ePetitions 

In-house 
development 

In-house 
developme
nt 

Manual Manual AWSTAT 
application 
for Web 
analytics 

Open solutions 
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